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1. Abstract 
Near-bottom and surface suspended samples were 
collecterl in a tirlal channel through which fine-qrained 
(<62 urn) sediments accumulating in more landwar~ (sound) 
areas of the southern New Jersey l~qoon system pass. 
Combined settU.nq velocity fractionation and electronic 
size analysis of the samples was undertaken ln order to 
investigate the natural state of sediment aqgreqation, 
the nature of the aqqreqatlon processes and the 
importance of these processes in the accum11lation of this 
sediment. 
An aqqreq~te (mode : Rum) hackarounrl population and 
a single gr~in (mode s 16um) pooul~tlon comprise 
suspended serHrnent in l ts nf,)tural stdte. The aqqreqate 
pooulation is dominant over most of the tidal cvcle and 
the single qrain population predominates durino maximum 
flood currents. 
Bioaqqreaation by polYchaete worms is responsible 
for accelerated slnkinq an~ selective deoosttion of some 
fine qrains as constituents of pellets. 
Only very fine (<H urn) sediments ~re bound into 
orqan1c-~1neral aqqreqates; from tnese gr~lns a ranq~ of 
variously-sized aqorea~tes (A-36 um) are constructerl. 
The size of the constituent aralns does not control the 
size of the aagreqate. Rather, ~ direct rel~tionship 
1 
bet011een :1ggregate size ilnd density StJrJqests that the 
relative percentaqe of orannic matter in the aaaregate 
nay control the size of the aqgregate size bv m~skinq the 
interparticle attraction between ~rains. 
3 
Low densities (1.07-1.20 Mq/m ) of slowly settling 
(<0.002 em/sec) ~qqreaates are Important ln offsettlna 
lar~er natural than dispersed sizes, whtch when taken 
alone ~~~ht suagest an accelerated sinkinq etfect. 
fJrqanic-mlneral arrgreaation Is responsible for the 
accelerated slnkinq of the constituent qrains of rapidly 
settlinq (>0.002 em/sec) aqqreaates. Settling and 
accumulation of these hlaher settling velocity aaqregates 
ls 3pparently sufficient to determine the size 
1istrlbutior) of sjlt- .:md clay-slzecl serHment deposited 
in the sound areas of the coastal laaoon complex. 
2. Introduction 
rine-qrt=tined tnorqanic sediment stiSPenderi in the 
narine environnerlt seldom exists as single qrains, but is 
bound toqether ~ith orqanlc matter into aqqreqate 
rarticles (Schuhel, 1971; Drake, 1976) with settl1nn 
velocities which are ~uch qreater than those of the 
constituent 
result in 
grains. Thus, 
the accelerated 
Pnrtlcle 
deposition 
aqqreqation 
of the 
!n;}V 
finf:' 
c o n s ti t u e n t ::J r 3 i n s ( 1·1 c Cave , 1 9 7 n ) • T n dee rl , t i n e par t 1 c 1 e 
~eposition by this process may occur in areas where the 
prevailinq nydraulic reqlme would not permit their 
accu,-nulatlon as sinqle arains. Knowleriqe o£ the n.::tture 
and extent of fine-serlimPnt ag1reqation 1s therefore 
fund~:nental to an. nnderstandin, of fine-sediment: 
dispersal and 1eposition. 
This study investigates the MNreqation of 
fine-grained (<62.5um >4~) sedi~ent in a southern Ne~ 
Jersey cons tal lnc10on system (F'iqure 2-1). F'ine-qral.neri 
sediments are presently accumulating in Jenkins and Gre~t 
Sounis "1t rates of !i-10 rn!TI/yr (Kelley, 1Q75). Previous 
wor~ su~1ests that thJs sedi~ent is ultimatelv derived 
fro~ ne~rshore continent~! shelf waters ~rRwn throuqh 
Hereford lnlet on f.loo(i tlries P~elley, 19AO). 1\ssurnJnq 
thRt this is the CRse, Great Channel ~poe~rs to De a 
ll?\jor transort ro11te (froiO Hereforri inlet to r.reat·sounci) 
3 
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tor this rapidly ~ccumulatina sediment. It is the 
purpose of this study to: 
1. define the ~echanlsms of fine-grained sediment 
transport in Great Channel ann; 
2. investiq3te the nature of fine•serliment 
aggregation processes and their importance in 
the ulti~ate deposition of tine seniment in 
the lagoon system within the context of these 
tr3nsport mechanisms. 
2.1 Background 
Observed aggregate particles are of two types; fecal 
pellets and What have been variously term~o aqqlomerates 
(Schubel, 1971), flocculates or floes (Kranck, 
1973,1975,1981), composite particles (Drake, 1976) and 
orqan!c-miner~l aoqregates (Johnson, 19741. for the 
purposes of this study "agaregate" will he used as a 
~en~ral term and "fecal pellet" and ~or~an1c•mineral 
a~gregate" «ill represent two aaareqate particle ty~es. 
Tne process oy which fecal pellets are produced is termed 
oioaqgre::tation. The process by which or~anlc•mineral 
a~qreqates are produced is not well un~erstoort; most 
authors (Schubel, 1971; 197/.; Kranck, 
1'l73,1975,19131; Drake, 19761 presu:ne a floccul<3tton evan 
Dlphen, 1977) mechanism to be rpsponslble. 
5 
2.1.1 Bioaggregation 
The a1qregation of fine-arained serllment by the 
~ctivity of filter-fePdinq organisms has lonq been 
recognized (Moore, 1931a,b). Zooplankton and benthic 
invertebrates such as oysters, mussels and tunicates 
filter 1·50 um su5pensate And excrete th~ undigested 
portion (inorganic mineral particles, tests and unused 
orQanic matter) ln the form of mucous-bound Pellets 
50•3000 um in lenath (Rhoads, 19741. Ueposit-feerlers 
s u c h a 5 Po 1 y c h a e t e 5 a 1 s o p r o cH1 c e f e c a 1 p e 11 e t s f r om 
undigested bottom cJetrit11s. The resistance of the 
pellets to bioloqical arid/or physical destruction varies 
widely. Some may last onlY a few hours before breakina 
~own into organic-mineral aaaregates (Rlsk and Moffat, 
1977) while the durability of others ls documented by 
their presence in the fossil record (Rhoads, 19741. 
1.1easure:i 5ettllnq velocities of fec~l Pellets 
(36•1275 m/day; Smayda, 1969; Risk and Moffat, 1977) are 
~eneratlv equivalent to those of medium silt- to fine 
sand-sized rJtlartz arains (25-tbO um). 
The capacity ot the biologic 
fine-grained sediment inqestion and 
community for 
fecal pellet. 
productJon in shallow mnrlne environments is substantial. 
Schubel (1971) suggests that the larg~ pooutat1on5 of 
zooplankton present in estuaries mny filter a volumP. ot 
b 
water equivalent to that of the entire estuary every tew 
weeks and Rhoads (1974) maintains that the surface of a 
nudrty estuarine floor may rass throuqh the rtut of the 
benthos once, and possibly twice a vear. Absolute 
estimates of pellet production rates include 25,000 to 
175,000 metric tons/year for mussels in the western 
Hadden Sea, Holland (Verwey, 1952) and a proiecten 7.fi 
~etrlc tons/year for a theoretical acre of oysters (Lund, 
1957). ~ore recently, Pryor (1975) reported orocessinq 
2 
rates of 6,000 kq/m /yr. for the polychaete annelid 
2 
Onuohis mlcrocephala and soo,ooo Kq/m /yr for the qhost 
shrimp Callanassa ma1or resldinq tn the intertidal and 
shoreline environments of Georgia, ~lorida and 
41ssissippi. Clearly the biogenic asPects of 
sedimentation cannot be ignored. 
2.1.2 Flocculation 
Flocculation refers to the process ~hereby clay 
~ineral particles suspended in an electrolyte attract and 
adhere to each other. The followln~ theoretical 
iiscussion is taken from Van Olphen C1977l. 
The attraction of clays !s ~ue to inter~tomlc Van 
der Naals forces. 'fhese forces act only over ~ short 
distance and ire neqliqible for particles qreater than 
ten rnlcrons in rJ.f.ameter (P"rtheniartes, 1971). Clay 
m1nPral particles possess a ne1atlve surt~ce charae 
7 
resulting from ionic substitution and imrertections in 
the sheet silicate lattice. tn an ! electrolyte this 
surface charqe is electrostatically' b~l~nced by ~n 
accumulation of positive Ions near the particle surface. 
fhe action of the competing ten~encies of electrostatic 
' I 
attraction to the particle surface ~nd ri1f£usion away 
: 
I 
from the surface results in an equilihrlum riistribution 
of positive ions, referred to as the diffuse laver. In 
I 
I 
~aters of low ionic concentration (fresh w~ter) the clay 
particles are kept dispersed by the mut~al repulsion of 
i 
their diffuse layers. Increasiro tonic (salt) 
I 
concentrations serve to compress the diffuse lavers, 
thereby decreasing the distance over w1ic11 the repulsive 
forces ~ct. In this way, particles can aoproach within 
distance of the ever-present Van de ~aals torc~s and 
flocculate. 
Particles must first collide if th~y .:)re to cohere; 
the collision mechanisms of differential settlinq and 
fluirl shearinq may play an important role ln brjng1nq 
particles Into physical contact with each other. In 
suspensate populations with a wide ranqe of particle 
sizes <and thus settlinq velocities), rliffPrential 
settlin:J of larqer/densl:'r particles ~ill lead to abundont 
collisions with tile smaller/less 1ensP. particles throuqh 
~nich they fall. Collisions may also .:)rise by flu1rl 
shearing of particles spaced less than the snm of their 
radii (collision radius) in the rlirection of the local 
v e 1 o c 1 t Y q r a rH en t • 'l' h P. t r e que n c \' of co 11 1 s 1 on for both 
of these mechanisms is stronalv dependent on the 
suspensate concentration and Ad~itlonallv on particle 
s i z e ( c o lll s i on r ad 1 11 s ) t or f ltJi d s hear 1 no ( K ron e , 1 9 7 n > • 
The precerting discussion sua1ests that 
of fine silts and clays is dependent 
flocculation 
uoon their 
concentration, size and m!neraloav (surface charae) and 
the salinity and turbulence of the •ater. The laboratory 
experiments of ~hltehouse et al (19601 usinq oure clay 
~ineral stand3rds in still water (fiaure 2-2) verify the 
i.npe>rtance of s::~tinity and cl~w mineraloav in the 
process. Flocculation (as measured by an increase in 
settling velocity) occurred at chlorlnities .-15 lo•'l as 
1•2%.. Illite and kaolinite flocculated to maximum slz~ 
aq1reqdtes at 3•1%b chlor1nity wnile montmorillonite 
contlnueJ to flocculate over a wi~er chlorinity ranqe 
(0•18%o ). 4s rable 2-1 indicates, thiS is in P"lrt dll~ to 
the fact tn"'lt the ooqreqate/constJt.llent ar.-'3fn settlinq 
velocitv ratio is areater for illite (e5necially) and 
~3ollnite (less sol than for montmorillonitP. More 
i~portantly, however, may be that sinqlP qrains of illite 
3nd l(aolinit:e settle s.t.x to seven tim~s more '.tuickly than 
do indivldu~l nontmorillonitP oralns. Siffiilar 
9 
Table 2•1: Median settlinq velocity (em/sec) of 
~ono~inerallic clays ln (~) dlstille~ water 
(disoersed) and (b) water of tH% chlorinity 
(flocculated). The third column (h/a) is derived 
by dividing colu~nn (b) by column (a) tor each 
mineralo.lv; these values reoresent the deqree 
of flocculation (from Whitehonse et al, 1960). 
~ont.llorillnnitE" 
Kaolinite 
illite 
(a) distilled (b) chlorinlty (b/a) 
water of tR % 
C~isoersed) (flocculated) (deqree of 
.nn1 
.007 
.006 
.09 
.08 
• 1 1 
flocculation) 
qo 
1 1 4 
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experi~ents by Krone (1062) usinq San Francisco Bay muds 
indicate that lncreasinn sediment concentration promotes 
further tlocculation CFiqure 2•2), presumably t>y 
increasing the frequency of. oart1cle colltslons. 
The degree to which th1s mechanism is respons1hle 
for the production of the oraan1c-mineral aoqreqates 
observed in the sea is a matter of sorne debate. 
Pine-aratned sediment in the marine environment mav he 
coated with metallic (Fe,Mn) oxides and/or orqanic 
!llatter. rheir role in masking or modifvlnq the surfac~ 
characteristics which control flOCCillAtion or in 
providintT an alternnU.ve hjnrlfnq mechanism is unknown, 
but ~~Y be l~portant CYranck, 1Q73). 
The settlinq rr'ltes nt mlner"ll•speciftc .=jqqreqates 
tro11 l•:hitetlouse et Rl (1Qf>O) suoqest that flocclll~Uon 
10 
-
20 A Illite (.) 
----·-·-· 
• 
·-· w ,. 
Cl) 15 
,. 
kaolinite • 
,--·-·-·-· • ·-· 0::: 
w 10 a.. 
~ 5 (.) 
montmorillonite 
f() • 0 I 
0 
-
>- 20 t-
(.) 
0 15 
...J 
w 
> 10 
(!) 
z 5 
...J 
t- 0 t-
w 0 5 10 15 (f) 
CHLORIDE {PARTS PER THOUSAND) 
Flqure 2•2: A. V~riatlon in clay ao1reqatp settlina rates 
with chlorinitY an~ clay ~ineralo~y base~ on ~hitehouse 
et al (1960) an~ taken fro~ Ora~e (1976). 
B. Vart~tion in clay aqqreqatP settlinq rates with 
chlortnity ~nct sediment concentration based on Krone 
(\q62) and taken tro~ Drake (tq76l. 
t 1 
during transport could jnrlucP cl~Y ~inerat seareqation ln 
bottom sediments. Later~l trends of decreasing amounts 
of kaolinite anrl 111Jte ~nri incr~asina amounts of 
montmorillonite in the direction of sediment transport, 
as might be expecteti, have been reported fro~ the ~lner 
Delta (Porren~a, 1966), off the mouth of the Amazon River 
(Gibbs, 1977) anrl from a lacustrine delta CHvne, Laidia 
~nd Cooper, 1979). However, as nibos (1977) nolnts out 
f.n a discussion of his results, thE> mineralo(lV of clays 
Is size dependent; therefore size segreaation of 
individual grains alone ~ould produce sim1.lar trends in 
bottom seJiments. 
2.1.3 Importance of Aggregation 
Irrespective of thE> aqgreaation mechanism, the fact 
remains that aaqreaate particles (fecal pellets and 
org~nJc-~1neral anqreqates) comPrise a larae volume 
pprcenta~te of silt and clay suspended in the w;lter column 
(Schubel, 1971; Drake, 1Q76l. The increased settling 
velocity of these particles over that ot the constituent 
1rains ~ill result in accelerated s1nkinq of fine 
particles to the bottom (Mccave, tQ751. Particle 
agqregation 
similarties 
serti11ents 
h~s thus been invok:eri to PXPlain close 
between atmospheric tiust ,Jnri sea-r-ed 
in the same area (Golrtoer~ anti Griffin, 1970), 
the associ~tion ot clay mineral distribution on the ben 
12 
with nearby inp11t ooints {IHscaye, 19fi5) and the stronq 
lat1tudin3l zonation of clays rLtsltzyn, 1972). One 
would expect more homogeneous rlistribution patterns if 
tne particles settled throuoh the water column at 
velocities Characteristic of fine particles (McCave, 
1975). In tidally influenced ~re~s this effect of 
accelerated sinking 
during slack water 
is manifested in the rapid clearinq 
of hiqh concentrations of fine 
serHment resusnended durinq the previo11s ebb or flood 
titie (Krone, 196/.). Klein (1971) has Sll<,ltJest.ed that in 
this ~ay ~ 1 em thick mud layers of £laser-bedded units 
~ay accu~ulate over a sinqle tidal cycle. 
Hydrodvnarnic sortinq of laroer/denser P.:\rticles may 
result in the deposition of fine constituent grains in 
areas where they would he exclu~erl had they settled as 
sin:'1le qrnins (Haven and \1oraJes-l\ll.:\mo, 196R; Rlsk and 
Moffat, 1~77>. Selective deposition of fine silt and 
clay 
in 
in this manner may be responsibl~ for the fine tail 
dispersed grain size ~istrihutlons of samoles 
containing a mixture ot san1 and mud (Kranck, 1975). 
A study of p~rticle flux by ~cc~ve (1975) indic~tes 
that rnost of the vertlCiJl flux occurs in the co-:~rse sizP 
c 1 asses • I t seems reason a b 1 e to as '5 urn e, ·1 s ,,. cr <'~ v e ( 1 9 7 5) 
does, that in are~s characterized bY a hiqh neuree of 
particle aggre~ation, roost of thP sPdiment deposition 
1 1 
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will be in the form of aqgreqates. 
As the precerlinq discttssion indicates, the 
agaregatlon of fine-qralned sediments may slqnlficantly 
influence their transnort dOd deonsltlon. This study 
attempts to ~etine the role of agqreqation in the 
dispersal and accumulation of fine•arajned suspenrled 
sediments within the coast~l laaoon complex at Stone 
Haroor, Nel',r Jersey. 
2.2 Areal DescriPtion and SamPling Strategy 
The study area is located within the coastal 
lagoon-barrier beach complex npar Stone Harbor, N.J. 
Cfi~ure 2•1). Specifically, this study was conrlucterl in 
r.reat Channel, a U.dal channel linkina Great Sound, by 
way of two smaller channels (Cress Thorofare anrl Gull 
Island Thorofare) to liereford Inlet ann the Atlantic 
:J c e an • T 1 rl e s w 1 thin the 1 a q o on s y s t em are '" 1 x c> rl and have 
an aver~qe ranqe of 1.3 rn. 
Sus penderi serH ment trans oo r t thro11qh the 1 aqoon 
system is tidallY controlled (Kran, 1Q75). Resuspension 
of bOttom sertirnents by ebb ann floori tidal currents 
increases suspensate concentrations ann c11ntrlh1Jtes to a 
vertical size/density seqreqation of nartJcles (Levy, 
1978). Hiqher concentrations ot sediment on tirlal flood 
currents than ebb currents i'inri delavs in mi:lxirnllm and 
,1n1mu·n ebb and flood concentr<Jtion tines 
14 
(indicRtina tlrJal current scour anrJ settllnfl laq effects 
~s described by Postma, 1967), suggest a net onshore 
move~ent of sediment (Kran, 1975). Visual examination of 
snear slides and comparison of natural and dispersed size 
~istributtons of Jenkins Sounrl serllments (Levv, 1978) and 
electron ~icroscopy of nearshore suspensate outside 
Hereford Inlet (Kelley, 19RO) indicate that the suspenrled 
and bottom sediments occur as both orqanic-mineral 
aggregates and fecal pellets. 
On-site analytical technjques (see Experimental 
Design section below) limited analysis to one sample per 
~ay; it was collecterl at the sa~e time each morninG. 
~lth this restriction, and in orrter to collect samoles 
wnich might be leqltlmatelv comparerJ, one sample location 
~·as used. 
The period of the diurnal ti·ial cycle is 
approximately 24 hours and 50 minutes. As a result, 
repetitive samplinq on 24 hour intervals sampled 
pro~ressively earlier staqes of the tidal cycle. In 14 
days the tidal stage in repetitive samolinq varied 
through one semi-diurnal ti~al cycle. Thus while each 
sarnple was collected durinq different tld<3l cycles, the 
qroup of 14 samples collected in such a manner may be 
vteNed collectively and rel~ted to tidal ~ctivitv. 
T t1 e s i t e chosen w .:\ s l n c; r e -1 t C h n nnE> 1 ( F' i. rw r e ?. - 1 ) 
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through which much of thP. sediment accumulatlnq in Great 
Sound probAbly p~ssses. The bathymetric channel within 
Great :hannel <Fiqure 2-1> is periodicallY dred~ed as 
part of the Intracoastal W~terwavs system. The thalweg 
hugs the northeAst bank at the sample location and 
~easures eight metP.rs in depth. Sampli nq I'll th a 
Dietz•Lafond sampler delineaterl a fine-sand hottomed 
cnannnel approximately ?.0-25 meters wide. The northeast 
oank ne~r which the samples were collected, was cut 
vertically, and its top was several inches below hiqh 
tide. rhe main trunk of Great Channel southwest of the 
sample location is much shallower and muddier. 
2.3 Experimental Design 
Defining tt1e settlinq ~ehavior of aqqreqate 
partjcles is more complex than it is for sinale grains. 
~ggreoation Processes introduce a variable, density, 
which for grain-by-grain settlin~ may be considered 
constant. In studies of sand (64•2000 uml transport, 
A~here the sedimf'ntnrY particles are usuallY individual 
quartz qralns, one can assume a constant density of 
3 
2 • 6 5 "'~ q 111 • Grain size is directly related to settling 
velocity throtl~h an approprlate settltno velocJty 
equ~tion (disrect<udinq shape ef'fects). However because 
fine-grained (<64 urn) sediments are bound toqPther with 
3 
varyinq amounts of low-density ( f: 1.00 r~a/m ) ornan1c 
\6 
11atter lnto structures wi.th C.:!lCI.llateci 
oorostties as hlah as 90 Percent (K~11hara, 1971), a 
wider Of particlf" riensities are oosslhle. 
:alculaterl density values for orq~nic-mineral aqqreqates 
(Sheldon, 1968; Riley, 1970; Krone, 1972,1978; Chase, 
3 
1979) ran~e from sliqhtlv greater than t.no ~q/m to 
3 
1 • 8 0 ~1g I :n • Calculated fecal pellet densities (Fowler 
and Small, 1972; Risk and Moffat, 1977) h~ve a somewhat 
3 
similar range; fron' t.to-t.nA ~~q/rn • Thus when studying 
fine•grained sediment transport, measurement of size 
alone Is inconclusive in reaard to settling behavior; one 
must also obtain a measure of the natural particle 
aens.ity. 
In order to define the role of oarticle aggregation 
in the transport anri depos1tion of fine-grained sediments 
in the lagoon complex, this sturiy ex~mines the 
size/settling velocity/density characteristics of the 
natural (aggreaatedl and dispersed (sinqle 0rain) states 
of suspended sediment samples collected over the ranqe of 
tidal conditions. Size anri settlinq velocity rt~ta will 
be collected directly; density data will be CAlculated 
therefrom, usinq an approPriate settlinq velocity 
equation. 
~ settling tube was desiqned and constructed to 
fractionate a natural suspension of fine particles into 
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nine discrete subsamplPs (numbered 0-A tram top to 
bottom) on the basis of their settlina velocttv. Th~ 
subs3mple settlina velocitY ranqes for ~ach sample 
fractionation were fixed and ~re expresserl as the 
following equiv~lent diameter ranaes ln microns: <2.0, 
2.0·2.R, 2.R-4.6, 4.6-7.8, 7.8-13.2, 13.2•?.2.1, 
22.1•37.0, 37.0•62.5 and >62.5. The equivalent diAmeter 
for a particular settlina velocitv is defined as the 
3 
diameter of a quartz sphere (density = 2.h5 ~a/m ) havina 
that sa~e settlinq velocity. 
rhe dry weiaht of each subsample was used to 
construct a settling velocity histogram for the sample 
from which a :nean settling velocity value, expressed as 
the mean equivalent diameter, is derived. a.n aliquot 
fro~ the same sample was removed before fractionation for 
electronic particle size analysis to obtain a measure of 
tne natural (agqreqated) size. The values of settlinq 
velocity and size thus obtained were used to calculate 
the averaJe particle rlenslty for the whole sample usinq 
Gibbs' et al (1971) empirical settlinq velocitY equation 
(see Appendix c.t). The natural particle oarameters 
size, settlino velocitY (e~uivalent diameter) an~ 
density, as well as the suspens~te concentration (sum of 
all subsample weights divided by the volume of the 
sample) will hereafter be reterrerl to as the qross 
1 8 
characteristics. The variation of the gross 
characteristics of near-bottom samples and the variation 
of electronic Particle size ~ata for near•bottom ann 
surf~ce samples in the natural (aqqreqAtedl anrl rlisrersed 
(s1ngle grain) states were interpreted in terms of 
sediment transport mechanisms and the state of suspensate 
aggregation over the tidal cycle. 
The same three (size/settlinq veJocity/denslty) 
particle parameters were also determined for the uoper 
six (0•5) settling velocitY fractions tor each of the 
samples. The midPoint of the ranqe of equivalent 
cHa11eters for each fraction was used as a measure of the 
settling velocity for the particles contained within that 
subsample. Size was obtained throuqh electronic particle 
size analysis of an aliquot from the suhsample. The 
average particle densities were calcUl<Jted troro this 
settlin~ velocity and size data, usinq the empirical 
settling velocity eauation of Gibbs' et al (1971) (see 
Appendix C.2). In addition, size data for the rHspersed 
(single grain) state of the subsamples was obtdined by 
electronic particle size analysis after their 
disdggreqation. Tl1e size and densJ ty data for the 
subsimples was userl to evaluate the nature and 1mportancP 
of the aqqregation processes within the context of the 
sedi~ent transport mechanisms previously ~ellneated. 
--- ·--= 
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3. Methods 
3.1 sampling Procedures 
Near-bottom suspended sediment samples were 
collected one each morning at 0800 from th~ deck of a 
16.5 foot Boston Whaler. A 6-liter Nisktn bottle was 
used; this was held horizont~lly 30 em off the bottom by 
a weighted plexicrlass frame. Tile bottle was triqqered 
from the surface several minutes after lo~erinq to allow 
clearing by tidal currents of any sediment resusPended by 
its arrival at the bottom. susoended sediment samples 
were collected at the surface, ~lso one a day, with a 
250 111 jar. 
Each 6 liter sample was carefullY dralnerl into an 8 
liter plastic container for the short (5 minute) 
t r a n s p o r t t o t h e \-I e t 1 a n d s I n s t 1 t u t e ( F' 1. q 11 r e ?. - 1 ) • A 
250 ml aliquout w~s removed from the 6 liter sample for 
electronic particle size analysis before sample 
fractionation. 
Sampling took place from June 5-lB, 19Al; during 
this two week period fourteen near-bottom ~nd fourteen 
surface samples were collecte~. In flc1riit1on nine 
s~ttling velocity tractions (suhs~mplesl were separ~ted 
from each ne~r-bottom sample. ~ach sampl~ (near-bottom 
and surface> an1 each subsample was labellerl first with a 
number specific to thf> ciay of its collection, which does 
20 
not correlate to the date of Its collection (see Tahle 
3-1). The bottom samples were identified by just this 
number. The surt-1ce samples were distinqutshed by a "9" 
following the day identification numbers. The subsamples 
were distinguished by their settlino velocity fraction 
number (0•0) followinq the daY identification number. 
!he sa~ple and subsample numbering system ts summarized 
in Table 3-1. 
Table 3•1: Numherlnq of samples and subsamptes. 
Date Bottom Bottom Surface 
sample subsample samr>le 
June 5 2 20-28 29 
6 3 30-3A ]C) 
7 4 40•48 49 
B 5 50•58 'i9 
9 6 60•6R 69 
t 0 7 70-78 79 
1 1 B 80-RS R9 
12 q 90 ... ()8 qq 
13 10 100-108 1()9 
14. 11 110•11R l 1 9 
15 12 120-128 129 
16 13 130•138 139 
17 14 140•14R 149 
18 \5 150-158 1.59 
3.2 Wetlands Institute Laboratory Procedures 
Foltowin~J collection Of the rl<'iV'S samplP.S, 
preparation of the settlina tube for fractionation of the 
near-bottom samPles began. 
The settling tube (Figure 3·1> consisted of nine 
21 
cylindrical sections of plexiglass (t4.0 em T.D., 0.65 em 
wall thickness), numbered 0 throuqh 8 trom top to bottom. 
Each section (Figure 3-21 containe~ a retainlna collar on 
eacn end to fasten it to th~ ad1acent section and an 
~wring on each face between which slid a gate valve of 
tnin (.051 Cin) reinforced acetate sheet. The open 
position of the Valve allowed free settlinq of particles 
and the closed position blocked further settlinq past the 
valve. 
The seven lower valves were set ooen and the tuhe 
was filled with particle-free (filtered tnrou~h .s urn 
filter) artificial seawater (Instant Ocean) to the level 
of the topmost valve. This valve W3S closed to contain 
the suspended sediment sample which was ooured into the 
upoerMost section. Analysis began with the opening of 
this too~ost valve, which allowed the particles to settle 
through tne tube. 
One disadvantage of this method of particle 
fractionation can be mixing (the settling convection of 
K~enan, 1968) of the samPle with the (initially) 
oarticle•free ~ater below. VIsual inspection of the 
settljng tube during test runs showPd th~t such mlxino 
~as taking place. Further test!nq, however, Indicated 
t h a t a ·ij u s t 'Tl en t o t t h P. dens 1 t y o f the s e t t 11 n q f 1 u 1 d 
c~·r1Jcr1 J.s a function of its salinity and te,nnerature) to 
22 
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Figure 3•1: View of sett11na tube, fullY assembled. It 
consisted of nine tube sections, e1qht ~~tP. v~lvps, 
self•levelina base and the fr~me, wnich ~1Jpnorted th~ 
tuoe and provided resistance when closina the valves. 
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Tube section 
Collars 
0-ring 
Gate valve 
Figure 3•2: ExplodPd view of qate valve. Plextglass 
collars were permanently Qlu~d and bolte~ to tube 
sections. n•rina was held to f~ce of section with 
silicon sealant. r.ate valve slid and was SP.aled between 
J•rJn1s (whicn wer~ lubricate1 with vaselinel by 
varyin~ the pressure Cusinq win~nuts) on bolts holdinq 
to1ether coll~rs of adjacent tube sections. 
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~ v~lue greater (see Appendix h.l) than the density of 
the s~mple flu!~ (which is a~d1tionallY dependent on the 
suspensate concentration) reduced visible mixing to a 
:nini:num. 
The lo~er seven valves were closed one-by-one from 
the bottom up. Valve closures were timed so that the 
lower seven tube sections (2-8) each collected a 0.75 Phi 
(equivalent diameter> interval ot particles which 
collectively from 2.9-62.5 urn (R.5•4.0 0). 
:1osure times were determined by dividinq the settlinq 
distance fro~ the midpoint of the initial s~mple volume 
(see ~ppendix ~.1) by the settlinq velocity of the 
equivalent diameter ranqe endpoints. Settling velocities 
were calculated using Gibbs' et al (1971) empirical 
settlinq velocity equation: 
v = 
•317 + )9r/ + qr
2
p (p -P )(.015476 + .t9841r) 
f s f 
p (.011607 + .149H1r) 
f 
v = settling velocity (em/sec) 
~ = dynamic viscosity of settlinq fluid (cpoise) 
2 
~ = accelation due to gravitY (cm/s > 
r = e q u 1 v a 1 en t d 1 arne t e r I 2 ( c m > 
3 
p = particle density (:7.65 ~1/m l 
s 
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3 
p = settling fluid density (Mqlm ). 
t 
Settling equation parameters and settling times are alven 
in /\openrHx A.l. 
The sample introduction (uppermost) valve was not 
reclosed tor te~r of improper sealing and leakaae and 
therefore the upper two settling velocitY tractions CO 
an~ 1) ~ere not mechanicallY separated by a valve, as 
~ere tractions 2-8. Rather, upon closure of the valve 
oetween tube sections 1 and 2, settlinq velocity fraction 
0 ~as dra~n off by suction to the level of the 
introduction valve. The equivalent diameter tor the 
cutoff between sections 0 and 1 was therefore ~alculated 
(using Gibbs' et al empirical settllnq velocitY equation 
(see Appendix A.l)) as the size of a quartz sphere which 
~outd just settle from the midPoint of the initial sample 
volume to the sample introduction valve durina the 
elapsed time in which the valve beneath section 1 was 
open. This value was 2.0 urn (9.0 ~). ~ach sample then 
yielded nine settling velocitY fractions; th~ equivalent 
dla~eter ranges of these tractions are qlven in Figure 
3-3 (in microns and phi units). 
The lower eight subsamples were Sllctioned off 
one .. by-one tthile alternately d!ss~ssernbllnq their 
:-orrespondinq tube section and qate valve. 
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SETTLING VELOCITY 
FRACTION 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
EQUIVALENT DIAMETER 
MICRONS PHI UNITS 
2.0 9.00 
2.8 8.50 
4.6 7.75 
7.8 7.00 
13.2 6.25 
22.1 5.50 
37.2 4.75 
62.5 4.00 
Figure 3•3: Equivalent diameter ranges of settlina 
velocity sections. These values ~ere used with Gihbs' 
(197J) empiricAl settlina velocity eQuation to 
calculate Vi31Ve closure .times. 
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Rep resent at i v e 2 ~ 0 m 1 a 11 o u o t s o f ttl e 11 n per s i x ( o- 5 ) 
s~bsamples were removed for electronic slzina. Finally 
all nine subsamples were concentrated usina oorcelain 
candle filters (nominal pore OPening .3 11m) onn stored 
{cold and dark) in 250 ml jars. In addition, aliquots of 
selected subsamples were removed for microscopic analysis 
~nd were later returned to the subsamples to preserve 
their weights. 
Size analyses of bottom and surface samples Cas 
collected) and fractionated subsamples were pertorm~d 
durin~ the day while the next samPles' fractionation was 
in progress. The size analyses were carried out on a 
Particle Data Corporation Elzone hnalyzer. This 
instrument volumetrically sizes and counts particles 
suspended in an electrolytic fluid, bY measuring 
(particle induced) changes in conductivity. The 
~agnitude of the pulses are prooortional to partjcle 
volu~e and the number of Pulses are Proportional to 
particle frequency. 
Each aliquot was first analysed with a 150 micron 
orifice tube to determine the coarse (9-62.~ um) particle 
distribution. After filtration throtPlh d 31 micron steve 
(to remove coarse p~rticles which may block the orifice) 
tne same samole was anRlyzed with a 38 micron orifice 
tubP to measure the fine particle distribution (1-lP um). 
2R 
rhe two partial distributions were blenrleri into one 
complete distribution by applying a scale factor to one 
of the distribUtions in the overlap range. Each partial 
distribution consisted of particle counts in each of 256 
size channels; as such, the resultina complete 
~istributions nearly represent continuous nartlcle size 
distributions. Moment measures and volume percentages 
were calculated. What remained of the original aliqtJot 
(about half of the sample) was stored dark and cold fnr 
later dispersion and individual oarticle size analysis at 
Lehi~h University. 
3.3 Lehigh University Laboratory Procedures 
Upon returnlna to Lehigh.University all subsamples 
were repeatedlY rinsed to remove salt and filtered 
(.3 uml to reduce the sample to a 20 ml vo111me. These 
samples were transferred to preweiqhed so ml beakers , 
for removal of organic matter. Oxidation of orqanic 
carbon was performed ~Y addlna 20 ml of 10 percent 
0 
hydrogen peroxide and heating to 50 C on a hotplate 
(Gross, 1971). And1t1onal 10 ml aliquots of hynroqen 
peroxide were added until bubblinq stopped and the 
sediment appearerl ~ bleached grey-white color. The 
0 
sample was dryed At 90 C, cool~n in a dessicator and 
weiqhed, yieldinq the lnoraanic fraction w~lqht. 
Fraction wel~hts for those subsamples from which a 
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sizing aliquot had been extracted at the \oJet 1 ands 
Laboratory .,.,ere corrected by assuminq that the 
concentr~tion of suspensate in the samples and aliauots 
were the same and add!nq the weight of material removed 
in the aliquot. All weights were then normalized to a 6 
liter volume (most samples measured sliqhtly less than 6 
liters at the time of collection). 
The inorganic fraction weights were used to 
calculate the total inorganic suspenrled sediment 
concentrations 
tor each sample. 
and the overall mean equivalent diameter 
The concentration is equal to the sum 
of the nine fraction weights. The overall mean 
equivalent diameter is eoual to the sum of the nine 
products of fraction weight times their equivalent 
diameter range midpoints divided by the concentration. 
Following weiqht determinations, suhsamnles were washed 
into 250 ml jars for (cold ann dark) storaqe. 
surface and bottom samples and 
•ere further prepared for dispersed 
adding approximately 25 ml of 
metaphosphate, a dispersinq aqent, 
samples in an ultrasonic bath for 20•30 
3nalys1s procedures were identical 
~ottom subsamples 
size analysts by 
50 q/1 sodium 
an~ ~lacinq the 
minutes. Size 
to those described 
(above) for samnles in the natural state. The dispersed 
size analys~s are identifJert for each sample and 
30 
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subs ample by the placement of a "D" after the 
identification number, e.g. 1530. 
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4. Results and Discussions 
4.1 Settling Tube Test 
As a means of checklnq the effectiveness of the 
settling tube in oerforming the particle fr~ctionatlon, a 
test run was uniertaken ln which disaqqreqated Great 
:nannel suspended sediment was settled through 
particle-free (filtered throuah .s um filter) sodium 
~et3phosphate (a dispersant). The sample fluid and 
settling fluid were mixed to dispersant concentr~tions of 
.5 q/1 and 5 g/1 respectively, to duolicate the density 
difference created in the natural sa~ole runs for 
purposes of reducinq mixinq (see Aopendix -.2>. Since 
all of the oarticles should have settled as slnqle 
grains, the size distribution within each section of the 
tube should correspond to the equivalent diameter ranqe 
for each section. 
The size distributions of the upper six (0-5) 
settling velocity tractions are presented in Piqure 4•1. 
The fractionation was not perfect as is evidenced by th~ 
overlappin~ tails of the curves. Apparently, this is rlue 
to a small amount of convective mixing (fine tail) and 
possibly some particle aqqre~atlon (coarse tail). 
However the close match between the averaqe size 
statistics of the dlstrlbutions and the expected 
equlv-3lent diameter for each fraction Cftqure 4-~> 
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illustrates tne success of the fractionation by settling. 
To check the methorl of particle density Cdlculation 
~hich would be used for acrgregate p~rtlcles, the average 
density of tne single grains of each fraction (Table 4•1 
was calculated (see Appendix C.2) usin~ the ~veraqe 
settlin~ velocity (equivalent diameter range mlrtpolnt), 
measured mean grain sJze, and Gibbs' et al (1971) 
settling velocity equation. The densities of fractions 
3 
3,4 3nd 5 are equal to 2.65+/•0.10 Mg/m , Which is what 
one would expect tor sJlt•sized quartz qrains. The 
slightly lower densities of fractions 1 and 2 
3 
(2.42·2.44 Mq/m ) probably reflect the presence of 
hydrated pnyllosilicates. The very low density value of 
3 
traction 0 (1.67 Mg/m ) probaoly also reflects the 
presence of hydrated PhYllosilicates, as well as the 
inability of the sizinQ technique to sense the lower end 
of the distribution (<1 um). 
The close match between calculaterl densities for the 
settling velocitY fractions and actual densities of silt 
~nd clay suqqest that the co~bined use of settling 
velocity fractionation (with th~ tube) and electronic 
particle size analysis for nenslty determinations is 
valid. 
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Table 4•1: Averaqe particle drnslty of the upper six 
(0-5) settling velocity sections for the test run 
calculated using the actual mean size, the exPected 
mean size and Gibbs• (1971) empiric~! settling 
velocity equation. 
Settlinq Velocity 
fraction 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average Particle 
3 
Density (Mq/m ) 
1.67 
2.42 
2.45 
?..76 
2.75 
2.57 
4.2 Gross Chatacteristlcs of Near-Bottom Samples 
Results of settlJng tube ~ractionat1on of the 14 
near•bottom suspended samples are presented in Appendix 
~.1 3S the weight of inorganic sediment Jn each of nine 
settlin~ velocity fractions with the following equivalent 
diameters Cin microns): <2.0, 2.0-2.8, 2.8·4.6, 4.6-7.A, 
7.8-13.2, 13.2-22.1, 22.1•37.0, 37.0•62.5 and >62.5. 
rnese data, ~hen displayed as settling velocity 
histograms (Fiqure 4•3) reveal bet~een-sample differences 
in total suspensate concentratto~ (total area under the 
histogra~) and mean equivalent diameter (rel"ltive 
abundance of material in each size fraction). 
Due to the SMall amount (<to mg) of material In each 
fraction, tne traction weiqhts are highly susceptible to 
(1) contamination or loss of material durinq Processinq, 
36 
rigure 4•3: Settling velocity histograms of the 14 near• 
bottom samples constrtlcted hV using the lnorqanic 
weights of the nine settling velocity fractions for 
each sample. The equivalent diameter ranqes for the 
tuoe fractions (0•8) are In microns: <2.0, 2.0-2.9, 
2.R·4.6, 4.6·7.8, 7.8-13.2, 13.2•22.1, 22.1-37.0, 
37.0•62.5 ~nd >62.5. 
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3R 
(2) incomplete removal of salts or oxidation of orq~nic 
matter and/or (3) weiqht measurement errors. Whereas 
such an error in one or even two tractions may not 
effectively ~lter the total suspended sed.tment 
concentration value tor that sample, the mean equivalent 
~iameter v~lue m~y thus he rendered inaccurate. For thts 
reason the equivalent diameter values and the mean 
particle densitY values derived partlv therefrom are not 
considered as accurate as are the concentration values, 
or for that matter the particle size data. 
The suspended sediment concentrations of the 14 
near-bottom samPles (Table 4-2) ranqe from 
13.4 m~/1. These values are comparable to 
3.4 to 
measured 
suspensate concentrations in nearshore waters seaward of 
Hereford Inlet (5-R mg/1; Kelley, 1980) with a fine-sand 
bottom. However these concentrations are siqnificantly 
lower than those values reported (Kran, 1975) from tidal 
channel 
locations 
bottom. 
(4.3-155.9 ma/1) and sound (9.4-210.B mq/ll 
within the lagoon complex which had a murldy 
Aqparently the bottom sec!l'llent is an imPortant 
local contributor 
typical of waters 
to the hlqh suspensate concentrations 
above IOUdciV sediments. Hirth 
concentrations reported in waters above sanci•hottomed 
inlet locations (64 mg/J; Kelley, 19RO; 5.7-42.6 mall; 
Kran, 1975) 3re probahlY attributable tn hiqher mean 
---------·;.:c-1 
Table 4•2: Inorganic suspended sediment concentration 
of the 14 near-bottom samples. 
SamPle Concentration (mq/1) 
2 9.3 
3 8.7 
4 t0.9 
5 9.3 
6 6.5 
7 6.8 
8 12.0 
9 13.4 
10 4.0 
u 3.3 
12 4.2 
13 4.9 
14 s.a 
15 13.0 
current velocities, which are capable Of resuspendlnq 
sand-sized m~terlal. The relatively \ow values of 
suspensate concentration at the sample location used in 
this study sug~est that local resuspension of Great 
:hannel bot toru sediments is not as imuortant in 
contributin~ to, and determining the character of, the 
near-bottom susoended sediment population as in (t) 
nearcy, 11ore restricted reaches of th~ channel where 
•ater velocities may be qreater, or (2) ln more landward 
reaches of the laqoon system where bottom sediments are 
tiner-qrained and more easilY resuspended. Slmllarltles 
of susoensate concentrations for the samnlinq location 
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and for Kelley•s (19ROl values for locations outside 
Hereford Inlet sugoest th~t contributions of suspended 
~~tter from nearshore waters entering Great Channel 
through Hereford Inlet may be more lmoortant in 
determining the nature of susoensate at the samplinq 
location than local resuspension of bottom sediments. 
The mean equivalent diameter of the suspended 
particles ranqes from s.0-12.6 urn (7.65•6.31 •), which is 
to say, the suspended sediments settle as very fine to 
fine silt-sized Qrains. The equivalent diameter m~ans 
were recalculatea excludino th~ >62.5 um (<4.0 ¢1 sand 
fraction to allow meanlnoful comparison wtth the measured 
(oy Elzone analysis) particle sizes Cin which the upper 
measured size limit wAs also 62.5 uml. These mean 
equivalent diameter values (without sand) ranqe from 
s.s-7.8 um (7.81·7.01 ~) and are presente~ in Table 4-3 
along with the values of measurP.d mean diameter, which 
range from 8.3-11.~ um (6.98•6.41 ~). 
For e3ch sample the mean equivalent ~1ameter is 
smaller than the mean measured rliameter. In other words, 
the measure~ size is greater than the size calculated 
from the settlinq velocities assuminq a particle density 
3 
of 2.65 ~q/m • Apparently (as would be expected if the 
.samtJle 'A'RS aqcrrec;ated) the mean density of the nart1cles 
3 
is less than 2.~5 Mq/m • C a l c u 1 a t1 on o f t t1 e "' e an 
Table 4•3: ~ean equiv~lent diameter (calculated with 
and ·.e~ithout the sand (8) fraction) determined from 
11strlbution of inoraanlc fraction welqhts among 
the settling ve loc 1 tv fractions and the me as llrert 
mean diameter of the near-bottom s~mples. 
san1pl e '-tean equivalent Diameter 1·1e~n Diameter 
(microns) (microns> 
(w/ sand) ( ,.,. /o sand) 
2 A.3 7.1 8.R 
3 s.o 7.7 8.0 
,. 6.7 8.9 8.7 
5 6.~ R.5 l-1.7 
6 5.3 7.9 8.5 
7 s.o 6.4 9.,6 
8 s.o 7.3 1().7 
9 12.6 CJ.2 1l. 7 
l.O 11.n 8.2 10.6 
11 7.2 7.0 10.7 
1 2 6.1 6.9 11 • 4 
13 8.,9 10.6 11.4 
14 9.4 9.8 1.1 • H 
15 10.1 9.2 10.7 
oarticle densities 
3 
yields a ranqe of values from 
1.63•2.79 ~g/m (Table 4•4). 
Time•series plots of concentration, mean eoujvalent 
diameter, mean diameter and densjty illustrate the tidal 
control of qross suspended particle ch<nacter 1st lcs 
(fi~ure 4•4). Samples 3 anrl 4 were collected around 
low tide (slack water) and sample 11 was collected at 
hiqh tide (slack water). Samples 4•10 represent flood 
tide conditions and samples 11•15 and 2-3 rPpresent ebh 
tirte conditions. ltJhPn the sarnr>les are 
collectively, ch~nqes in their prooerties ~av be linked 
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Table 4•4: Average particle rlensitv for the near-bottom 
s~ruples calculated usina the mean equivalent rllameter, 
the measurert mean diameter and Glbbs' et al (\971) 
empirical settllnq velocity e~uation. 
Sarnple 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Averaoe Particle 
3 
Density (Mq/m l 
43 
2.15 
2.nl 
2.79 
2.65 
2.50 
1. 7 4 
t.B2 
2.08 
2.07 
1. 7 2 
1.63 
2.51 
2. 1 6 
2.22 
~igure 4•4: Time-series plots of the gross 
characteristics of the near-bottom samples: A. 
suspensate concentration, A. ~ean equivalent 
diameter (calculated with (solid line) and 
without (broken line) the sand (8) fraction), 
:. 4easured mean diameter and D. Calculated 
particle density. 
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to tidal variations; however direct s~mple to samPle 
comparison 
inappropriate 
tidal cycle. 
(in Uqht 
because 
ot 
each 
tidal v~rt~tions) is 
samnle is from a different 
Maximum suspensate concentrations occtJr ln samples 
A,Cl ann 15 (F'igure 4-4). These samples occur 2•3 hours 
oefore high and low tide when maximum ebb and flood tidal 
currents are responsible for resuspension of bottom 
sediments (Kran, 1975). Samples collected one hour 
before (10), at (11), and for three hours after hioh tide 
(12•14), are characterized by the lowest concentration 
values. App~rently the weaker tidal currents prevolent 
during this slack, high water perlod are incapable of 
sustaining the hiqher concentrations characteristic 
during flood and ~bb tide and near-bottom suspensate is 
temporarily deposited. The corresrondinq qroup of 
samples reflectJng low, slack water conditions (2-7) is 
dominated bY a secondary concentration max1m11m peakinq at 
sample 4. Consideration of thp environmental conditions 
oefore and during the collection of samples 3,4 and 5 
suggest that mechanisms other than tidal resuspeJlSion may 
oe responsible for the relatively hiqh suspensate 
concentrations. The period of June 7•Q (during which 
samples 3•5 were collected) wns marked by tiP.avv rains and 
1nter~1ttant hiqh winds. Durinq hiqh tides on these days 
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~any of tne nearby marsh islands that ~re normally 
exposed \\'ere partiallY to tullY inundate•l. The waters 
draining these islan~s during ebb tid~ apparently eroded 
sediillent and introduced it to the Writer column. 
Tncreased turbulence <iue to higher than normal surface 
waves (choppy surface, whitecars and waves (h=30 em) 
compared to a smooth to rippled Ch=3-6 em) •,rater stnface 
rl11ring most sampl!na days) probably also t.ncrefised the 
residence time of the sediment in the water column. Wave 
~ction may also hRve been resnonsible for resusPension of 
bottom sediments in shallower areas nearby (which could 
~e advected into the sample ar~a) ~nd for erosion of: the 
northeastern (cut) bank of Great Channel which is expose<i 
at all tl~es but hiah tide. ~nv or all of these 
~echanjsms cotJld be responsible for the hiaher observed 
suspensate concentrations ln samples 3,4, ~nd 5, relative 
to what miaht be expected at low, slack water r!nrinq calm 
weather. 
Flood tide s~mples 6 ~nd 7 ~ay be an~looous to ebh 
tide samples 13 and 14 in reflectinq a slack w~ter staqe 
~iving way to 1ncreas1nqly stronger tid~l currents. 
Assu~inq thftt this is the case, hiqher suspensate 
concentrations for the flood tide pair (fiqure 4•4) may 
reflect lower settUng velocities (and thus a fielayed 
arrival) of material sett~lnQ from above to the samplinq 
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location. The ebb tide waters dralnlnq the sounds may 
resuspend a greater proportion of finer-grained material 
Cot lower settlinq velocity) than the flood tide waters 
:novinq up the sand-bottomed Great Channel. 'rhis fine 
material may take several hours to settle to the bottom 
of the channel (and thus is not reflected in the ebb ti~e 
concentrations, F'irrure 4 .. 4), but mi'\y serve to maintain 
relatively hiqh se~iment concentrations into the early 
stages ot the followinq flood tide. 
Evidence for such deli'iyed settlino of ebb 
tide-suspended fines 
tide may be seen in 
equivalent diameter 
durinCJ 
the 
CF.tqure 
the early stages of flood 
time-series Plots of mean 
4-4) both wtth an~ without 
the >62.5um (>4.0 ~) sand fraction. J n t I) o s e v a 1 11 e s 
calculated 1\'ith the sand fraction (solid line) it is seen 
that sRmples 6 and 7 consist of material with a lower 
~ean settling velocity than samples t3 an~ t4. Closer 
~greement between the pairs when calcul~ted without the 
san1 fraction (bro~en line) indicate that this fraction 
is rresent in qreater proportions in the two lower 
concentration ebb tine SclmPles (13,14) th~n ln the hioher 
concentration flood tide samples (6,7). The settling 
velocity histogrr1ms (Figllre 4-3) lndic~tP. th;~t the flood 
tide samples (6,7) are not so much imooverishe~ in s~nd 
but are 1ilut~d with a greater percent~qe of lower 
4A 
settling velocity material than are samples 13 and 14. 
In qeneral the maxima and minima in the 
concentration Plot are mimicked by increases and 
decreases in th~ mean equivalent 1iameter (Figure 4•41. 
This coherent pattern indicates th~t the material Present 
in high concentrations (prooaolv derived from 
resuspension by tidal currents or, in the case of samples 
3 1 4 and 5, storm-induced processes), is of a higher 
settling velocity (larger mean equivalent diameter) than 
that wnlch is in suspension during periods of lower 
suspensate concentration. Two explanations for these 
observations appe~r plausible. There may be a background 
population of fine material which Is always in suspension 
and a second, coarse-grained population which is 
alternately resuspended and dePosited. Alternatively the 
increase in concentration may result from larger 
quantities of fine material suspended in the water column 
which have given rise to flocculation Con the time scale 
of a tidal cycle) and a Stlbsequent increase in the mean 
settling velocity of this susPPnsate POPUlation. FtJrther 
data pertinent to this question will be presented below. 
The maxima and minima of the concentration Plot ~re 
also reflected in increases and decreases in the measured 
mean diameter (fiqtJre 4•4). The samples collected durinq 
storm conditions (3,4 and 5), which show a relative 
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concentration maximum of intermediate value exhibit a 
similar relative maximum in mean diameter, which, 
however, is much less pronounced. Comparison of the low 
concentration post-hiah tide samPles (11-14) with the 
higher concentration, post-low tide s~mples (3•6) 
indicates a larger measured mean diameter for the lower 
concentration 1roup. These mean sizes are quite close to 
the mean sizes at the suspensate maxima (9,15). The 
higher concentration near-low tirle samPl~s (3-6, 
including those (3•5) collected durinq storm conditions) 
have the lowest mean diameters. 
These finer aralned near-low tide samoles (3•6) have 
the highest calculated values for averaqe suspended 
3 
particle density, ranainq from ~.so-2.79 ~q/m Criqure 
4·4). This suggests that most of the materlal settled as 
sinqle grains. Tt may he that the storm-introduced 
sedtment was in a comnarativelv rHsaqqreqated stnte or 
that the increased turbulence was effective in hreakina 
apart the existing agareqates. At the other extreme are 
two near-high tide samples (11 and \2) ~nd two flood tide 
samples (7 and B) \\'hjch have the lowest calculrlted 
3 
densities (Figure 4-~), ranqinq from t.fi4-t.B4 Mq/m • A 
larue percentage ot these particles must ex1.st in an 
aqqreqatect state. 
intermedi~te c~lculated 
'I' h e r e 1n a i n l n q sam p l e s , w 1 t h 
3 
densities (2.nA-2.22 ~q/m and 
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3 
one other sample at 2.52 Mg/m l, were those characterized 
bY the hl~hest concentrations ann/or larqest mean 
diameters. These samples must also consist of a mixture 
of aggregates and slnqle qrains. 
The interme~iate densitY values of samoles 9 ann 15 
(compared to the low densities of slack water samples 
(7,11 and 121) suggest that the larger mean e~u!valent 
diameter of these hiqh concentration samples is in fact 
rlue to resuspension by maximum ebb and tlood tidal 
currents of larqer, denser particles (probably sinqle 
.qrains) rather than a (short term) flocculation effect. 
It is apparent that the qross physical 
characteristics (concentration, mean qrain size and mean 
particle density) of the near-bottom sediment population 
at the sampling location vary in response to tidal staqe 
and storm activity. In general, near slac~ water 
conditions are characterized by a background suspended 
particle population of relatively low concentrations 
(3•7 mg/1) consisting of a mixture of sinqle qrains and 
aggregate particles with a measured <natural) mean grain 
size of 7.8·11.0 um (7.00·6.50 ~). Tncreasen current 
velocities on flood and ebb tides result in resuspension 
of botto~ sediment which increasPs the concentration to 
12•11 mg/1 and the mean arain size to tn.l-11.8 urn 
(6.60•6.40 ~). Resuspension of bottom sediment enriches 
51 
the suspended Particle population in larqer, d~nser 
(s1nqle) qrains. Durina storm conditions increased wave 
activity is ~pparently responsible for ~rosion of hottom 
and/or marqlnal channel sediments and possibly the 
destruction of aaareoates ln suspension. The resulttnC"J 
suspensate population 1\as lntermeniate concentrations 
(8·11 mg/1), mean grain size ot 8.4-Q.O urn (6.90·6.RO O) 
and is apparently hiahly enrichPn in slnC"Jle arains (hased 
on calculated particle densities). 
4.3 Comparison of Near•Bottom and Surface Samples 
The measured mean (natural) diameter of near-hottom 
(2•15) and surface (29-159) samples (Piaure 4•5) both 
v~ried over 
6.95•6.40 ¢l. 
a similar 
'·1ean size of 
size range (8.1•11.R um: 
maximum flood (9Q) and ebh 
(159) current surface samples were sliahtly smaller than 
the correspon~lna means of near-bottom (15,9) samples. 
Followinn maximum flood current the difference in size 
between botto~ and surface samples increa5ed to ~ maximum 
at hiqh slack water (11,119) ann rlecreaserl from 
near-botto~ surf8ce pair (14-149) to maxlmu~ ehb current 
(15,15Q}. This trend reflPcts the loss of larger 
oarticles from the surface waters hY settlinq during the 
slack water period. These ~ata corroborate the arC"Jument 
previously advancen that larrJer p"lrticles "lre i'llternately 
resuspended and deooslted aqa1nst a back:arounrl ponutation 
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of tine particles which are ~lwavs In suspension. 
Surface near•bottom pair (13,139) does not follow this 
trend; no size rlata exist for surface sample 129 (Figure 
4•5. Those samples collected cturina storm conditions 
reveal only slightlY larger mean sizes for near-bottom 
(4,5) samples than for surface (49,59) samples, 
suggestin, that turbulence due to wind-rlrtven waves was 
effective in verticallY mixlno the suspensate population. 
Exa:nlnation of the weasured particle slze 
distributions for the near-bottom CPiqure 4•6) and 
surface (fiqure ~-7) samples reveals many of them to be 
bimodal in character. Fiqure 4•A, a olot of the 
distribution of near-bottom samnles across the ranqe of 
pr1m3ry and secondary modal sizes, indicates that there 
is ~ bi~odal distribution of sizes. In general primary 
::lOd secondary modes formed separate qrountncts; the 
pri11ary modes clustered around a smaller mean grain size 
(6.80-9.96 urn; 7.20-6.65 ~) than the seconnarv moctes 
(13.1-20.0 um; 6.2'1-5.65 ~). However the primary modes 
Of certain samples (R,9 and 10) oro up with the 
coarser-grained secondary mode cluster and two secondary 
11odes (3,10) qroupf!d ·~Jth the finer•gra!ned nrtrnarv mode 
cluster. rne consistency of cluster1nq of modes into a 
finer and coarser size qroup (reqardless of ~hether it is 
prim.'iry or second rt r v ) s u q q P s t s t t1 at there are two 
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different-sized particle populations in suspension. One 
~ay ask if the p~rtlcles tormino these modes are sinqle 
~rains or aggregates. The corresponding dispersed 
distributions, presented below, clarifY the sitution. 
The disaqqreqation and sizing of near-bottom and 
surface samples resulted in sinqle qrain ~istrihutions 
that were generally broader and flatter but nevertheless 
still largely bimodal. (Figures 4-9,4-10). Comparison 
of the natural and dispersed modes (prlmary and 
secondary) of the near-bottom samples (Flqure 4-8) 
reveals a shift of: the fine-grained cluster on dispersal 
to an even finer grain size (3.3•5.9 um: 8.?.5•7.40 pl 
whereas the coarse-grained cluster remains essentially 
unchanged (13.1•16.7 um; 6.25-5.90 .). This is evidence 
that the particles forming the coarse mode in a natural 
state CFioure 4-B) are single orains and those f.orminq 
the fine mode are aqqreqates. 
Assumlnq that is the case and examining the 
time-series variation of near-bottom and surf~ce modes 
(figure 4-11) it seems that over most of the ttdal cycle 
the agqregate mode is dominant. Onlv at mnximum flood 
tidal current is the individual qrain mode ~redominant. 
Apparently this reflects r~suspension of sinalP medium 
silt-sized grains by flood currents. The predominance of 
tne tiner•qrained agqreqate mod~ durina maximum ebb 
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current may be due the large amounts of fine material in 
the sounds rtr~ined by these waters. 
Kranck (1973,1975) has interpreted the relationship 
between the modal size (betnre and after particle 
disaggregation) Of naturally agqreqated marine samples in 
ter~s of the nature of their formation. She found that a 
plot of dispersed mode vs. natural ~ode for samPles from 
Day, tidal inlet, strait and shelf environments, defined 
a linear trend: 
log(grain mode) = •0.5R + 1.30 loq(f.loc mode}, 
over the aqgreqate modal r~nqe 4•64 urn. Kranck 
(1973,1975) was impressed with the st~billty of the 
particle size distributions of the samoles on which the 
regression line was h~sed. She likened the state of 
tnese sa~ples to the artificially flocctllated suspensions 
of Gripenberg (1934) and Whitehouse et al (1960) in which 
tne ma1oritY of Particles settled ~ith a uniform rate. 
l'hls condition she termed the fllllY (or thoroughly) 
flocculated state. Kranck (1973, J975) proposed the 
followinq IIIP.Chanism wllerebv a susPPnsion of sinqle qrains 
is agqre1ated into a thoro~ghly tlocculat~~ susnension. 
Tra an lniti~llY dispP.rseci sllsr>enslon, in which the 
conditions for particle collision anci colleston are 
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favor3ble (jue to the salinitY and turbulence of the 
~ater and the wide ranqe of oarticle sizes nres~nt) the 
smaller, more surface-active particles will flocculate 
~ost raPidly. Larqer qrains are not sutticientlv surface 
active to flocculate with other sinqle qrains, hut only 
adhere to soft, irregular, previouslv•formed floes 
composed of many smaller arains. The fully flocculated 
state (as represented bY samples trom which the 
regression line was derived) is reached w11en the settling 
velocities of the largest floes equals those of the 
largest qrains; at this point o~rticle collision is much 
less frequent and flocculation ceases. According to this 
nech3nism the size (and tt1us settllno velocity) of the 
constituent (single) grains controls the settling 
velocity (and presumably size: density is ~ variable 
here) of the resulting aqgreaates. Annarently this 
condition is manifested in the linear relationshiP 
bet~een natural ~nd dispersed size ~o~es. 
S1~1lar plots of natural versus disnersed mode, for 
near-bottom and surface suspensate from Stone Harbor, in 
~hich Kranck's d~ta and regression line are included, 
appe~r in fi1ure 4•12. Great Channel samotes in •hlch 
the pri~ary ~odes were indeed aqqreqate modes (open 
circles, figure 4-12; based on the shift of the mode to a 
finer size upon disaggrpgation of the samPle (fiqure 
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4-R}), would not define a similar re9resslon line, if 
taken by themselves. However, the comparison may not be 
valid due to the small range of modes (hoth natural and 
dispersed) for the Stone Harbor samoles. In fact, the 
~ide modal range of Krancks' (1973,1975) samples is 
apparently due to the wide ranae of environments from 
~hich thev ~ere collected. The proximity of the Stone 
Harbor samples with primary aqgreqate modes to Krancks' 
(1973, 1975) samples and regression line (Fiqure 4-12) 
indicates that these samples would be considered bV 
Kranck (1973,1975) as "fullY flocculated". The size 
distributions, before and after dispersal of the settling 
velocity fractions, of these Stone ~arbor samPles will 
determine the applicability of her model f.or their 
aggregation. 
4.4 Microscopic Observations 
Microscopic observation of subsamples 7n-78, 9n-9A, 
140•148 and 150-158 was undertaken shortly after their 
separation to ooserve the nature and partitioninQ of 
particle types throughout the settllna velocity 
fractions. In a~ditlon, those tub~ fractions not sized 
(6,7 and 8) were photo~raPhPrl an~ visual @st!n1ates of 
particle size were note~. 
The suspend@d particle population consisted of 
sinqle particl~s ~nd aqqreqate particles. Single mineral 
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grains of fine sand- to clay-size are pr~sent as well RS 
isol~ted planktonic organisms (mostly diatoms) Rnd 
unidentified orqanic matter. Aqqreqate particles w~re of 
two types; fecal pellets and ora~nia-mlneral aqqreqates. 
Fecal pellets were ellipsoidal in shape and r~naed in 
size from 60 um x 40 urn to 200 um x 80 urn. The condition 
of the pellet material varied; most were intact althollah 
numerous fraqments were present. nrganic-mineral 
aggregates appeared as seemingly random constructions of 
the abovementioned Inorganic ~nd organic constituents 
ranging in size to 150 um but qenerallY less than 60' urn. 
Similar settling velocity fractions of different 
samples contained the same types of particles. Different 
settling velocity fractions were not onlv observedly 
different in particle size but also in particle type. 
equivalent diameter wJll be abbreviated E.D. in the 
following discussion. 
~ost of the particles from the unpermost two tube 
fractions (E.D < 2.8um) were too small to he 
distinguished as either sjnale grains or small aaqreaates 
composed of just a few Qrains. Those few lar~e particles 
observed were bioloalcal in orjq1n (algae or rliatoms) anrl 
wer~ concentrated in the uppermost tnhe fraction 
(E.D. < 2.Qum). 
Identifiable material in tube fractions 2 and 3 
on 
(2.8um < 8.D. < 7.8um) ~as dominated by loosely bound 
(transluscent) organic-mineral aqqreqates up to 60um in 
diameter. The relatively small proportion of stnqle 
grains observerl is most likely due to their small size 
and the ~aqnification limitations of the microsco~e. 
Tube fractions 4 and 5 (7.8um < ~.D. < 22.1um) 
contain more single qrains (10-~0 urn) as well as slightly 
larger (20•10 um) and more compact (opaque) 
organic-mineral aggregates. 
Tube section 6 (22.1um < ~.D. < 37.0um) marked the 
lowermost occurrence of organic-mineral aqqregates as 
well as the uppermost occurrence of fecal pellets. The 
aggregates generallY ranged in size from 40-60 um. Most 
of the constituent detritus was too fine•qrained to be 
identifiable altough some aggregates contained visible 
silt grains (Figure 4•13) and small fecal pellets (Figure 
4•14). Much of the pelletal material in this fraction 
was oroken and/or ~eqra~ed. 
About 50% of the particles in section 7 
(37.0 < E.D. < b2.5um) are fecal pellets (mostly int~ct; 
up to 180 um). The remaining half of the arains were 
predominantlY coarse silt-sized quartz (ri~ure 4•15). 
The lowermost traction (E.D.>62.5um) contained 
~ostly (>80%) quartz grains with the remaining (<20%) 
fraction consisting of fec~l pellets (up to 200um x aoum) 
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Figure 4•13: Photomicroqr~ph of p~rticles from subs~mple 
156 (22.1um < E.n. < 37.0um). Two particles which apoear 
to oe silt ~rains are marked ov ~rrows. Tt is 
difficult to 1etermine if they are merelY lying 
3djacent to or ~re part of thP. one or possibly two 
orqanic-~iner~l aqqreq~tes anove. Most of the 
constituent .matter of the anqre~ates is too finP-
graine~ to be ldentifierl as Jnorqanlc or orqanlc. 
··~ 
Figure 4•14: PhotomlcroqraPh of an organtc•mineral 
aq~regate from subsample 156 (~2.tum < E.D.l7.0um) 
containinq a fecal pellet (arrow). The ~~tritus 
constitutln1 the rest of the agqreqate is too 
fine•qr~in~d to identify as tnorqantc or 
orc1anic. 
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riqure 4•15: Photomicrograph of particles from subsample 
157 (37.0um < E.n. < 62.5um> includlnq silt qrains, 
ellipso11al fecAl pellets (intact ~nd broken and/or 
decayed), irre~ular (nonelliPsoidal) fecal p~llPts ?, 
and an elonqate macro-organic particle. Fecal Pellets 
are concentrated in the photograPh relativ~ to their 
norm~l observed abundance. 
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Flc;rure 4•16: Photomicrooraph of p.=!rtlclP.s frorn Sllbsample 
15R (f..D. > 67..5um) Two elliPSoirial pellets .=tnrl a number 
of sand qr~ins are present. 
7 1 
(fiaure 4•16). 
Sln~le particles were distributed throuahout the 
settling velocity fractions whereas bnth agqregate 
particle types had restricted settllnq velocity ranaes. 
The s~all overlaP of these two ranqes 
C22.tum < ~.D. < 37.0um; traction 6) focllitates the 
study of each aagreqation orocess seoaratelv. The fecal 
pellets (intact as well as identifiable fra~ments) are 
generallY larger than the Elzone size analysis ranne 
<i.e. >62.5 uml; one can thus be relatively assured that 
the measured size ~ata only reflects a~qreqatton in the 
form of organic-mineral agqregates. However the 
possibility does exist that some of what h8ve been called 
organic-mineral agqrenates may in fact be pellet 
frag~ents deqraderl beyond recognition. 
4.5 Nature and Importance of Aggregation Processes 
The ag~reqation of fine-arained suspens~te into 
fecal pellets by marine Invertebrates is fairly well 
understood (Rhoads, 1974). The quantitative importance of 
these processes, •hich rely on rates of rellet production 
and destruction and st~nrHnq cror estimi'ltes of pellet 
producers, are not the subject of tnis work and must 
await 
giving 
further sturiy. On the other h~nrl the orocess(es) 
rise to organic-mineral aoQreqates anri the 
i'Tlportance ot thPSe mechants~s in influP.ncinq the 
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~ovement of the fine-gr~ined constituent particles is 
poorly understood (Schubel, 1971: Meade, 1972; 
Drake,197&). Following a short qu~litative discussion of 
bioaqgregation in the Stone Harbor lagoon complex, the 
remainder of this study will concentrate on the nature 
and importance of the aqgregation process associated with 
the orqanlc·mineral aggregates. 
4.5.1 B1oaggregat1on 
The majority of the fecal pellets observed in this 
study were produced bY polvch~etes. several worm tubes 
were recovered in a grab sample at the samnllnq location 
(sandy substrate) but it cannot be ascertained whether 
the pellets were produced at the site or if they were 
transported from the muddler sound areas where polYchaete 
populations are hiqher (Levy, 197R). 
~hile no formal size analysis of 
pellet material was undertaken, 
dlsaqgregation of pellets in a beaker 
dispersed fecal 
oentle mechanical 
of ~ater yielded 
what appeared to be clay and fine- to medium silt-sized 
quartz grains. Levy (197R) noted the presence of fecal 
pellets in a tidal rlelta core at th~ entrance to Jenkins 
Sound where fine sediments were lmpoverlshe~ in the 
non-dispersed sediment, probablY reflectlnq winnowinq. 
Tne author has witnessed the deposition of larqe sheets 
of fecal pellets durina ebb tide on the forestlore of 
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sea~ard and tandward beaches of the spit south of Stone 
Harbor. On these beaches fine-grained material is 
~innowea out by wave action. Tt would appear that in 
these high-energy environments that fine muds have a 
greater chance of beinq deposited as pellets than as 
individual grains. 
4.5.2 Orqanic•Mineral Aggregates 
The following discussions are based in large part 
upon the electronic particle size analysis, before and 
after dispersion of the upper six (0•5) settling velocity 
fractions of the fourteen near-bottom samples. The 
results are presented in Appendix A. 
4.5.2.1 Process of Aggregation 
The mechanism of aagregate formation proposed by 
Kranck (1973,1975) and outlined previously suggests that 
the size of the constituent grains controls the size of 
the agr}regate particles which theY' comprlse. In effect, 
larger ag~regate particles are composed of larger 
constituent qr~ins (regressjon line, Flqure 4•12). 
Particle size distributions for each of the settling 
velocity fractions in the n~tural an~ ~lsperse~ states 
for Stone Harbor samples 4,10,12 
4·17,4 .. 18,4•19 and 4-20) are examJne~ 
an~ 15 (Figures 
to ~eterm!ne the 
usefulness of this model for thP aqgreqation observed at 
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Figure 4•19: Natur~l (Al and dispersed {Al particle size 
distribution curves tor the upper six (0•5) setling 
velocity tractions for sample 12. 
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Stone Harbor, N.J. 
E>:a1lination of the natural nartlcle size 
distributions for the four sa~Ples (4,10,12 and 15) 
reveals that fractions •ith hiqher settling velocity 
ranges are characterized bY higher modal diameters (Table 
1·51. In all cases the measured sizes of these modes are 
larger than the eQUivalent diameter ranae of the 
subsamples (Table 4-5), which sugqests that the particles 
Table 4•5: Equivalent diameter ranqes and measured 
natural modal diameters of the unper six (0•5) 
settling velocitY fractions for samPles 4,10,12 
and 15. 
Settling Equivalent Measured (Primary) "1odal Diameter 
Velocity Diameter Sample 
F"raction Range (urn) 4 10 12 15 
0 <2.0 4.7 10.3 9.n 6.9 
l 2.0-2.8 10.7 1 1 • 6 10.4 7.0 
/. 2.8-4.6 16.3 1 7. • 1 11.5 8.1 
3 4.6-7.A 13.0 12.4 16.9 1. 0. 1 
4 7.8-13.2 24.4 19.1. 20.t 21.6 
5 13.2-22.1 31.6 32.7 32.1 35.7 
forming the mode are aqqregates. 
On dispersal the size distrihutlons of the 
constituent ~rains of the diffprent settl!nq velocity 
fractions reveal a collapse of thPse variously-sized 
aggreqate modes to qrain modes which are very similar in 
slze (2.8•4.5 um; 8.5·7.8 ~ ; Ft~ures 4•17 to 4•20). In 
sorne cases the dispersed particle d1strihl1tions possess 
:no de s o f 1 a r q e r d 1 am e t e r v a lu £> s ( R .. 2 0 11'" ) '.4 h 1 c h m a v be 
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subordinate (1540) or dominant <15SO:Fifli1T.P. 4-20) with 
respect to the fine•qrained mode. In most cases these 
larger diameter dispersed modes fall within the 
equivalent diameter range for their respective fraction. 
It appears that particles larqer than s.o um (n.9 ~) 
exist as single grains while the finer material is bound 
into variously-sized aggregates. This suqgestion is in 
agreement with one proposed earlier based on the natural 
versus dispersed sizes of the Primary and secondary mortes 
of the near-bottom samples. tt was then proposed that 
t~o populations of particles are in suspension: a coarser 
single grain population which is dominant during periods 
of high current activity (and which is presumably 
resuspended from the bottom) and a finer aqqreqate 
oarticle population which is otherwise dominant. 
A plot of the dispersed mode versus the natural mode 
for all of the suhsamples is presented in Figure 4·21. 
Those subsamoles characterized by relatively coarse 
(>6 urn) disperseri modes (filled circles) ar~ few number 
and plot away from the main body of data. Given the 
preceding discussion one miqht wonder if these fe'll' 
subsamples belong to samples collected durtnq ~er!ods of 
more intense current activitv·and represent restJSpended 
sinqle ::trains. The identity of the subsamples in 
question, lliven in Table 4•6, suqgests that indeed this 
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Fioure 4•21: Plot of dispersed mode vs. natural morle for 
the up~er six <0-5) settllnq velocity fractions of the 
near-bottom samples. Included are Kranck's (1q73,1975) 
re::tre:;s1on line defining "fully flocculated conditions" 
and a regression line for the unfilled circles 
Cr= 0.48). 
At 
----~~ 
~ight be the case. All ot the subsamples from settling 
fraction 5 and one-half of the subsamples from settlina 
velocity fraction 4 helong to samples collected durinq 
periods (sample P~riods 4,5,9,10 And 151 of more intense 
current and/or wave activity. seems reasonable 
Table 4•6: Identification of snbsamples with larqe 
(8•20 urn) disperseri modes. 
Settlinq Velocity 
F'raction 
5 
4 
3 
Subsamples 
45,55,105,155 
54,h4,94,404 
43,53,63,73,A3,143 
to assume that thos~ secondary coarse modPS and possibly 
~uch of the coarse material (>8 um) existed in a 
comparatlvelv disagaregated state. The Predominance of 
subsamples from fraction 3 with slnqle grain modes durina 
flooi tl:le (Table 4-6> suqgests thilt even the very 
ttne•grained sediment (<R urn) may be aqqreaated to 
~ifferent extents. 
The majoritY of the samples which are characterized 
by a primary fine-grained djspersed mode define a 
so~ewhat linear trend 
'5.71 
natural mode = n.00717(dispersed mode) 
over which tne natural mode ranqes 3•3.5 phl units and 
H2 
tne dispersed modal range is only one-half Phl unit. 
~nile the scatter of points about the regression line is 
3dm1ttedly high (r:0.48), the rlata cle~rlv rlo not follow 
the regression line rlefined by Kranck (1973,1975) for 
fully flocculated conditions. It would appear in the 
near-bottom samples that the size of the constituent 
grains is not a controlling factor tn aqqreqate 
formation. 
There 3re a number of rundament8l differences 
bet~een the flocculation mechanism proposed by Kranck 
(1973,1975) and thal responsible for the formation of thP 
organic-mineral aggregates present in Great Channel 
samples. The first involves the size/settlinq velocity 
range of constituent particles involved in the 
aggregation process. Accordinq to Kranck (1973,1975) 
single fine•qrained (<64 urn) particles of all sizes are 
liKely to p~rtic!pate; the smaller arains through 
flocculation and the laraer qrains bY adhesion to floes 
co~posed of many smaller araJns. In comParison, only the 
finest (1•A um) qrains of the Stone Harhor samples are 
~ound Jnto laraer ~gqreqat~s. The second difference 
between KrancK's (1973,1975) model anrl the manner in 
'1/hictl Great Channrl sampl~s were aggreqaterl involves the 
settling velocity ranae of tne resultina aaareaate 
particles. ThoroughlY flocculnted samnles (as ri~f.inerl t'Y 
her regression line) consist of particles whose settling 
velocities are r~ther unJform. In comparison, the 
settlinq velocities of ~gqreqates from r,reat Channel 
samples (~hich hy Kranck's (1973,1975) criteria were 
fully flocculated: fiqure 4-t?) had an even wider range 
( < 2.0um < E.D. < 37.oum) than that of the constituent 
grains the~selves, as indicaterl in Fioure 4-21. The 
final discrepancy between the data from this sturly anrl 
Kranck's (1973,1975) model lies in the r~latlonship 
between the size of the constituent araJns and the size 
of the aggre~ate particles. Krnnck's (\973,tQ75) work 
suggests that qiven the modal size of thP disperse~ 
suspension orae could prerHct the mode of the resulting 
aggregated particle rJistribution. The Plot of natural 
versus dispersed mode for aqqregated subsamples of 
various settlin~ velocity ranoes (Fiqure 4-?1) suggests 
that this is not the case for the Great Channel samrles. 
A wide range of aqqregate sizes (represented by natural 
~odes of settlinq velocity fr~ctions) h~ve been 
constructerl from the same size range of. particles. 
Clearly the Gre~t Ch~nnel samples were not 
agqregated in the manner suqoested hY Krilnck (1q73,1975) 
for ner samples. The fine (1-B urn) size ranqe of 
par t1 c 1 e s w h 1 c t1 t o TTII t h ~ a q q r e qat e s ( F 1 q u res 4 -1 7- 4 .. 2 0 ) 
suggests that a flocculation mechanism (Van Olnhen, 1q77) 
B4 
ls responsible. The bro~d size/settlinq velocity range 
of organic-mineral aggreqates (Fiuures 4•17 to 4 .. 20) 
sugqgests that there may be a difference in the bindina 
potential of the similarly sized constlttJent aralns that 
comprise the agareaates. To further investiqate this 
problem, the averaqe density tor particles tormlna the 
~ode tor each subsample was calculated ustna the natural 
:neasured modal size, the appronriate average settling 
velocity and Gibbs' (197 1 ) empirlc~l settling velocity 
equation. l'he averaoe density values are presented in 
Appendix C.2. ·.rhe mean density values for the six 
settling velocit~· fractions Cusinq only those subsamples 
lVinq along the rearession line in Fiqure 4-21 are qiven 
in Table 4-7. 
These density values indicate that the aqqreqate 
particles forming the morie in fractions with higher 
settling velocities are denser. These data are contrary 
to previously calculated agqreoate densities (Riley, 
1.970) and the opinions held bY several authors (Kranck, 
1975; ~ccave, 1976) in which laroer aaqreqates are 
p r e s una e d 1 e s s dens e be c au s e o t t h e 1 r more open s t r u c t u r P. 
and hi~her porosities (~ajihara, 1Q71). Aqqreqate 
rlensity variations may also result from variations in the 
3 
a rho u n t o f o r q an 1 c mat t e r ( dens 1 tv :: 1 • o o 1·! q I m ) 
incorporated into the ~qgreqate structure. Assumminq 
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Table 4•7: The mean average particle density for the 
upper six (0•5) settling velocity fractions. The 
average density values were calculaterl using the 
measured natural modal size diameter, the equivalent 
diameter range midpoint and Gibbs' et al (t971) 
empirical settling velocity equation. OnlY those 
samples with morles which indicated ~ predominance of 
aqqreqate particles (as discussed in text) were 
averaged to obtain mean values for each fraction. 
Settling Velocity 
~raction 
0 
1 
2 
3 
1 
5 
Mean Praction 
3 
Oensitv (Mq/m ) 
1.07 
1.1h 
1.20 
1. 36 
1.57 
1.63 
that the density differences are due mainly to the 
relative percentage of organic matter oresent in the 
aqqreqate, the capability of similar-sizerl constituent 
qrains to form variously-sized aaqreqate particles may 
reflect masking of the interparticle electrostatic (Van 
1er daals) attractive forces by adsorbtion of orgar1ic 
matter onto particle surfaces. Those grains with little 
or no organic coating are capable ot bindinq toqether to 
form large diameter, more 
3 
(density = 1.36·1.63 Ma/m ) 
rapidly sinkina, compact 
aqdreqates. tncreaslnq 
percentages of adsorbed org~nic matter may decrease the 
binding potential b~tween inorganic qraJns and the 
H6 
density of the resulting aqqreqates, anrt result in 
reduced settling velocities. 
While this Proposed mechanism is in aqreement with 
tne results of this study and the theory of flocculation 
(Van Olphen, 1977), no conclusive data are available 
~hich may accurately define the role of orqanic matter in 
the aggregation Process. 
4.5.2.2 Importance of Aggregation 
Comparison of the natural and dispersed size 
distributions, as well as microscopic observations 
indicate that all of the samples existe~ in at least a 
partially agqre~ated state as collected. The imPortant 
question to be answered is, "What is the effect of this 
particle ag~reqation on the dispersal and accumulation of 
fine•qrained sediments in the Jaqoon comnlex?" This 
query is best resolved by comoarinq the constituent 
(dispersed) qrain distributions of the subsamPles with 
tnelr corresponding equivalent diameter r~n~es. 
figure 4•22 allows comparison of the dispersed modes 
anrt equivalent diameter ranqes for each of the settlinq 
velocity fractions. Particle aqqreqation has effectively 
increased the settling velocity of those samples whose 
rtlspersed particle modes are less than their equivalent 
~1ameter r~nges. As the position of the oPen circles on 
riqure 4•22 lndlc~tes, this accelerateo sinklnq effect is 
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Figure 4•22: Plot of dispers~d mode vs. natural mode for 
the upper six (0•5) settling velocity tractions of 
the near-bottom samples, similar to F1aure 4•21, 
~lth tnP equivalent diameter ran~es of thP upper six 
(0•5) settling velocity fractions indicate~ to allow 
comparison with thP dispersed modes ot the subsamples. 
important for material in fractions 3,4 and 5. 
Apparently the low density of th~ aaqreqates of fractions 
0,1 and 2 is important in offsetting the accelerated 
sinkfny of this material Which m1ght be expected from 
examlnin~ its natural size alone. 
Through dimensional analysis 
2 
of Stokes' of 
settl!nq (V = (p •p )gO /18~) 
5 f 
sediment/fluid uensity difference 
proportional to the diameter 
Thus for a single grain (of 
one fin~s that the 
(p -p ) is inversely 
s f 
of the particle squ~red. 
3 
density 2.65 ~q/m ) to 
maintain its settl!na velocity while heina incorrorated 
into an aqgreaate four times its diameter (as suaqested 
by the aggregate suhsample rcaression line for fractions 
1 and 2; figure 4-21) the density difference must be 
3 
0.10 Mg/m ((2.65-1.00)/16). This density differential 
3 
yields a particle density of 1.10 M1/m which is in close 
agreement with the averaqe particle densities of 
fractions and 2, an<i sunports the contention that 
rlens!ty, as well as size, is important in influencinG 
aggregate settlinq behavior. 
Alternatively, an~ particularly for fr~ction o, it 
~ay be that the dominant qrain mode is below the 
sensitlvJty of the electronic sizing tf)Chn1qlle-. Indeed, 
Kelley (19BO) In a study of suspended sed1~ent of the 
inner contlnentnl shelf off Southern "If'> . .., Jersey 
R9 
identified a secondary 
~ode use pipette size 
4 urn mode anrl ~ orimary o.s um 
analysis. Nevertheless the 
settling velocity of the material of these fractions (O,l 
and 2), even in the aqqreqated state, is low enouah to 
prevent it from. settlinq very far durina a slack water 
period before rislnq current velocities resuspend it. 
It is informative to compare the qrain size 
distributions of Great Sound bottom sediments (Kelley, 
1975) with the dispersed size distributions of fractions 
3,4 and 5 (figure 4•23) to rletermine if rleposJt5on of 
this higher settlina velocity material (sinale ar~lns and 
aggregates; 4.6um < E.n. < 22.1um)) could rletermlne the 
character of the bottom sediment. R~rrina sllaht 
differences, which may be due to the rlltferent sizing 
techniques used, the near-bottom suspended sediments dnd 
bottom sediments appear rather similar. Roth have 
relative maxim~ in the <4.0 um (<8 ~) and 15.6-6/..5 um 
(6•4 O) fractions. 
are transported 
J\ssurnmuing that Great fiound sediments 
throuqh Great Channel prior to 
~ccu~ulation, lt would appear that much of the medium and 
coarse silt (>8 um) settled as sinqle qrains anrl most of 
the fine silt and clnY (<B um) settled as t'lqqreqates. 
The importance of orqan!c-mineral aqgreqation thus lies 
In the accelerated sinkinq of thP clay and fine silt. 
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Figure 4•23: Dispersed particle size distributions of. 
subsa~ples 103•105 and 153•155 and composite qrain 
size distribution of the <64um fraction of six Great 
Sound bottom samples CGS•l, GS•2, G5•3, GS-4, GS•4X 
and GS•6x; from Kelley, 1980). 
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s. c·onclusions 
1. The settling tube test sugqests that the 
settling velocitY fractionation and electronic particle 
size analysis techniques are compatthle and their 
combined use in the density calculations is valiri. 
2. Regular variations in the qross characteristics 
(concentration, size and density) of suspensate.at the 
sample site in Gr~at Channel may he PXplained in terms of 
tidal resuspension ot laraer, dPnser particles (compared 
to the backqround suspensate population) and appear to be 
relatively unaffected by short term (concentration or 
qrain size induced) aggregation effects. 
3. Increased tidal currents and 
activity are important in verticallY 
suspensate population. 
storm (wave) 
mixing the 
4. A smaller-sized Cmode~R um) agCJreqate particle 
population (brJCkgrouno) and a larger-sized (mode~16 urn) 
grain popul~tion (resuspenslon) comprise the suspended 
sediment in its natural state~ the aqareqate population 
is dorninant over most ot the tirlal cvcle and the arain 
poptJlation becomes important nurlnq times of milximum 
flood current velocity. 
s. Near-bottom and surface samples possessina 
aggreqate rnodes conform to Kranck's (1973,1975) 
definition of "fUlly floccul~tPd" samples. 
97. 
6. Bioagqreaation is responsible for the 
accelerated sinkinq and selective rleposltion of the tine 
constituent grains of pellets. Further work neederl to 
understand the quantitative importance of hioaqgreaation 
in this area includes: 1dent1ficatlon, distrlbtJtion, 
estimates of standing crop and pro1uctlon rates of pellet 
producers and determination of pellet redistribution and 
decay. 
7. The size of natural organic-mineral aqqreaates 
in Great Ch~nnel are not controlled bY the size of their 
constituent grains: rather the range of variously-sized 
~qgregates (8•36 um) are constructed from similar-sized 
fine (~4 nm) 1rains. Most of the coarse qratns (>R urn} 
apparently settle as single particles. 
8. The relative percentage of oraanic matter in the 
aggregate <and thus the densitY) mav control the size of 
the agqreqate by masking the Jntetparticle attraction of 
qralns. The data suagest that slowly settlina aqareaates 
~ay nave hJqher organic contents than raplrlly settlinq 
aggregates. 
3 
9. f~ow densities (1.07•1.20 Mq/m ) of slowly 
settling aqqregates (E.D. <4.6um; settlfna velocity 
<0.002 em/sec) are important in offsettinq laroer natural 
tnan dispersed measured sizes, which when taken alone 
~ight suqqest an accelerated stnkina effect. 
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Organic-mineral agryreqation 1s resPonsible tor the 
accelerated sinking of constituent qrains of rapidly 
settling CE.D.>4.6um; settling velocity>n.002 em/sec) 
aggregates. Settlina an~ accumulation of the hiqher 
settling velocity orqanfc-mineral aqqreoates is 
apparently sufficient to.determjne the size distribution 
of silt• and Clay-sized sediment deposite~ in Great 
sound. 
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~ppend1x A. Details· of settlino tube fractionation 
A.1 Near•bottom samples 
To re1uce convective miXing during analysis of the 
suspenrle1 se11ment sample with the (initially) 
o3rticle-free water helow, a density differ~nce was 
maintained between the two. The density of the settlinQ 
fluid is a function of its temperature and salinity; the 
density of the s~mole fluid ls additionallY dependent on 
tne suspens~te concentration. The rel~tively sm~ll 
concPntrations of suspended sediment <=to mq/1) had 
little or no effect on the fluid s~mole fluid density, in 
co~parison witll density variations produced by small 
cnan1es in temoerature or salinity. By the st~rt of each 
settlin~ tune run tt1e sam~le fluid ~nd settl1riq fluid 
equilibr3teJ to the ambient lab te~perature. The.densitv 
rlifference netwe~n the sample flUid and the water in the 
settlir1~ tuoe was thus solelv a function of the their 
salinitv ~lffer~nce. The salinitY of Great Chann~l water 
generaJ.lY varies little from 32% • A salinltv of 40% was 
chosen for the settllnq tube water, h~sed on visual 
oosP.rvatlon of disturbance of the sample fluld/settllnq 
fluid interfacP. durinQ test runs (aiderl by dyed sample 
fluid). The resultinq d~nsitY difference w~s qenerally 
consistant over the measured temperature ranqes ot the 14 
100 
0 0 
tube runs (21-34 C). At 25 c, the difference in density 
] 
between ~ater of ~alinlty=40% (1.028 Mq/m 1 and water of 
3 1 
salin1tv=32% (1.022 Mq/m) was 0.006 Mq/m • 
Closure times of the lower seven v.11 ves were 
determined by dividing the settlinq distances to the 
valves (given below and measured from the aporoximate 
mlrlpoint of the vertJcal dimension of the sample volume; 
15.2 em above the sample introduction valve) by the 
settling velocity of predetermined, fixed sizes of quartz 
spheres (equivalent diameters (qiven bel0W)). The 
settling velocities of the equivalent cti~meters were 
calculated using the empirical settlinq velocity equation 
of Gibbs' et al (1971): 
v = 
-3?7 +) 9,.,2 + qr 2 p (p -p )(.01547o + .19R41rl 
f s f 
p c.ott607 + .t48Btr) 
{ 
v = settllnq velocity (em/sec) 
YJ =dynamic viscosity of settllnq fluid (cpoise) 
2 
g = acceleration due to gravity (:9RO cm/s 1 
r = equivalent niameter/ 2 (em) 
3 
p = particle densitY (:2.6~ ~q/m ) 
5 3 
p = settl!nq fluJd ciensltv (t'-lq/m l. 
f 
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The temperature of the water in the settling tube 
was checken hourlv. A running average was used to 
netermine the appropriate (temperature dependent) values 
of density and dynamic viscosity from tables (Knauss, 
1978; Dorsey, 1940% ) for Wqter of salinity = 40% in 
the calculations. The temperatures and 
correspon1inq values of densitY and dynamic viscosity 
USE'd for e:J~·;i) ':If ~he 14 near-botto1l sample r1ms are q!v~n 
t>elo~~V. 
The e~uivalent dia~eter cutoff between fr~ctions o 
3nd ·1 ~1as not chosen beforehand, as were the others 
(2•6), but -as calculAted as th~ dJameter quartz sphere 
~hich woulrl .just settle from the midpoint of the sample 
volu~e to tne s~~ple introduction valve (taken as 15.2 
em) in the elacse~ t1~e durinq which the valve beneath 
(1) was open. The specific calculation involved dividing 
tne settlin~ distance (15.2 em) bY the closure time ot 
the last valve to obtain the settling velocitY of such a 
particle. The eQuivRlent dJameter was then calculated 
fro~ this s~ttlinq velocity usJnq a rearranaerl version of 
Globs' et al (1971) empirical settling velocity fraction: 
2 4 2 2 
.055RO<\v p + .003114v p +[g(p -p )1 [4.5'}v-t.OR705v p ] 
f f s f s 
r= 
[Q(p -p ) ) 
s f 
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The variables are the same as defined above. The 
value ootained for the equivalent diameter at the valve 
above section 1 at the same time the valve above section 
2 was closed, was 2.0 urn (9.0 -). This value was the 
same for all runs, althouah at first glance it may seem 
to necessarily v~ry, since the valve closure times (and 
thus the settlina velocities) used to calculate this size 
~ere different from run to run. The reason that the 
valve closure times were different was becaus~ the 
te~oerature c~nrl thus density and viscosity values) 
varied trom run to run. However, upon calculation of the 
equivale~t ~lameter cutoff from these varied settlinq 
velocities (using the last equation qfven), the 
var1~t1ons in rlensity and vjscos!ty values compensated 
for the difference in settling velocity which they first 
created. 
The sett.lina equation Parameters, valve ctos,Jre 
times and inorqanic fractlon weiqhts are 11ven, beqtnnlna 
on the follo~in~ paqe. The number given for each valve 
corresponds to the number of the tob~ section below it. 
The valves ~re thus numbered from 1-B. The closure time 
11ven for valve 1 is actually the time at which settling 
velocity fraction o w"s drawn off (and is ~lso equal to 
the closure time for valve 1. 
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Temperature( C) 
Sample settling Velocity fraction 
1,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2 32 32 29 2~ 28 28 28 
3 32 32 29 28 2B ?.8 28 
4 32 3?. 29 ?.8 2R 28 28 
s 32 32 29 28 2fl 28 28 
6 32 32 29 28 ?.8 28 ?.8 
7 26 26 25 28 28 ?.8 28 
s 31 31 29 :?8 2fl 28 28 
9 32 32 28 2B 2A 28 28 
10 32 31 29 28 28 28 28 
t1 22 22 22 21 21 2t 21 
1 2 29 2c; 23 7.2 22 22 7.2 
13 32 32 2Q 28 28 28 28 
14 34 33 2Q ?.B 2R 2R 28 
15 31 29 29 25 25 25 25 
3 
settling fluid Density (Hq/rn ) 
Sample Settling Veloclt\' fraction 
.1,2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
3 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
<1 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 ?.70 2.70 2.70 
5 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
6 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 ?..70 2.70 2.70 
7 2.90 ?..80 ?..RO 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
8 2.60 2.60 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
9 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
10 2.55 2.60 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 
11 2.90 2.90 2.QO ?..95 2.95 ?.Q5 2.95 
12 2.70 2.AO 2.90 2.90 2.90 7..91) 2.90 
13 2.55 ?..55 2.70 2.70 2.70 7..70 ?..70 
14 2.55 2.55 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.7!) 
15 2.60 2.70 2.75 2.RO ?..RO 2.80 2.BO 
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SettJ.Inq F'luid Viscosity (cpolse; xto ) 
Sa:nple Settling Velocity rraction 
1,2 3 4 5 6 7 A 
2 86 86 91 93 93 93 93 
3 86 86 91 93 93 93 93 
4 86 R6 91 93 93 <n 93 
5 A6 86 91 93 93 93 93 
6 86 86 91 93 93 93 93 
7 97 97 99 93 93 93 93 
B 88 88 91 93 93 93 93 
9 86 86 91 93 93 93 93 
10 R~ .0 88 91 93 93 93 93 
11 106 106 106 109 109 109 109 
1 2 91 99 104 106 106 106 106 
13 86 86 91 93 93 93 93 
14 83 83 91 93 93 ~n 93 
15 88 91 95 99 99 99 99 
Valve Closure Times 
( 1 ... 5, hour:rnln: 6•R, min:sec) 
sa~nple Settling Velocity fractions 
1,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2 10:30 5:55 2:59 1:22 36:04 15:53 n:51 
3 10:30 5:55 2:59 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
4 10:30 5:55 2:59 t:/.2 36:04 15:51 6:51 
5 \0:30 5:55 2:59 l: 22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
6 10:30 5:55 2:59 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
1 11:52 6:41 3:15 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
8 10:45 5:55 3: 15 l: 22 3n:o4 1S:51 6:51 
9 10:30 5:55 3: 15 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
10 10:30 6:03 3:15 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
1 1 12:5R 7:t9 3:29 1:37 42:14 18:31 7:54 
l 2 11:07 6:50 3:29 1:34 41 : 04 18:01 7:42 
13 to no S:55 3:03 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
14 10:08 5:47 3:03 1:22 36:04 15:53 6:51 
15 10:15 6:16 3:07 1 :2 B 38:?.3 16:53 7: t 5 
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Inorganic Fraction Weights (mq) 
Sample Settling VelOCitY fraction 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2 5.2 6.7 9.7 7.9 5.7 4.5 o.s 4.0 3.9 
3 11.B 6.3 10.6 6.2 4.2 4.5 4.1 3.6 1. 1 
4 13.7 8.0 6.9 6.9 9.5 4.5 s.o 5.6 5.4 
5 10.5 6.8 6.3 6.9 B.2 4.5 4.3 1.0 4.5 
6 9.2 ~.2 6.2 6.7 5.2 4.6 1.6 1.4 1.6 
7 7.4 9.0 6.7 3.8 4.3 2.7 4. t 1. 1 1.7 
8 16.8 9.4 9 .1 16.3 5. 1 4.0 1 • 7 6.8 2.7 
9 10.6 5.5 6.0 9.9 8.1. 6.4 6.6 4.5 22.5 
10 3.3 2.3 ?.2 3.2 2.2 2.0 1. 7 1. 0 6.2 
11 3.9 2.8 o.R 3. 1 2.9 1 • 4 1 • 1 0.1 3.4 
12 4.2 3.2 4.4 2.7 3.8 3.3 1. 1 o.s 2.1. 
13 3.5 1.9 3.2 3.2 4.8 5. 1 2.5 2.8 1.7 
1 4 s.o 2.8 3.5 6.7 2.0 3.2 4./. 2.8 4.7 
15 9.5 9.4 9.3 7.3 6.0 8.9 7.8 8.1 11.6 
Settling Distances (em) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 
15.2 30.5 46.4 63.4 81.6 100.3 120.66 141.3 
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A.2 Settling tube test 
The sa~ple for the settlin~ tube test consisted of 
15 ~rams of or~anic•tree (see Methods) Great Channel 
sediment dispersed in an ultrasonic bath for 20•30 
~lnutes and mixed in 6 liters of .s q/1 sodium 
~etaphosphate (a dispersant). The settling water also 
contained sodium metaphosphate; mixed to a strength of 5 
~/1 to duplicate the sample/settling fluid difference 
created for the near-bottom sample runs (see above, this 
~ppendixl. Densities were calc111ated by addinq the 
-eight/volume sodium metaphospnate to the density of 
distilled water. The density difference between between 
3 
the settlinq water (0.997+0.005=1.003 Mq/m ) and the 
sa~ple fluid 
3 
0.0045 Mg/m ~ 
3 
(0.997+0.0005=0.9975 ~q/m ) 
The test run was performed to ascertain 
was 
the 
compatibility of the tube data with the electronic size 
data. Since only tt1e upper six (0•5) settlinq velocity 
fractions were sized electronically only these fractions 
were sep~ratert in the test run. 
The viscosity of 5 g/1 sortium metaphospnate was 
~easured with a Weisenbera Rheoaoniometer; after the test 
run. The valve closure times were calculated in a 
similar ~anner as those of the near-bottom sample r11ns 
(same Aquivalent diameter values), but since the value of 
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viscosity was unknown at the time, it had to he assumed. 
Upon receipt of the actual viscosity value the equivalent 
dia~eter values were chanaed accordingly. tt is for this 
reason that the equivalent diameter values given below 
for the test run do not correspond exactly with those for 
the nedr•bottom sample runs. 
The temperature of the settling water was a constant 
0 
24 : throughout the test run. The assumed value of 
viscosity -as 0.0091t cpoise (Viscosity of ~ist11led 
0 
~ater at 24 C) and the measured viscos1ty value was 
0.0110 cpoise. The equivalent diameter values (as 
recalctllate~) for valves 1-6 were (in microns); 2.15, 
3.04, 5.1~, 8.61, 14.48, 24.35. The valve closure times 
for valves 1-6 were, in hours and minutes; 10:56, 10:56, 
6:10, 2:56, 1:19 and 0:35. 
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Appendix B. Size statistics and size distributions for 
all the samples and subsamples. 
Size statistics and size distributions for the 
following samples and subsamples are presented, beginning 
on the followln1 paqe: 
Near-bottom samples: 2·15 
Surface samples: 29-159 
Near-bottom subsamples: 20•150, 21•151, 22•152 
23-153, 24-154 and 25-155. 
A "D" ~tter the ID number repesents the dispersed 
size analysis for that sample or subsample. 
The first four moment me~sures (M(l),M(2),M(3) and 
~(41) were calculated analyticallY; the statistics were 
calculated as follows: 
"'!F.: 1\ "' = '~ ( 1 ) 
1/2 
SD = standard deviation = 1-1(2) 
3/2 
SKEW = skewness = IH 3) /I'. (2) 
2 
KURT = kurtosis = t-'(4)/M(2) • 
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ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER t'IODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT' SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 9-18 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. 9.46 6.88 8.79 6.93 0.98 0.07 2.45 1.2 13.0 30.8 34.8 18.3 1.9 
3. 8.03 6.96 7.95 6.97 0.95 -0.01 2.40 1.3 16.0 33.7 33.4 14.9 0.7 
4. 9.89 6.66 8.73 6.84 0.96 -0.04 2.40 0.7 12.8 32.5 34.7 17.2 2.0 
5. 9.92 6.91 8.70 6.84 0.94 -0.03 2.33 0.6 11.9 34.5 33.4 18.5 1.0 
6. 8.58 6.86 8.49 6.88 0.90 -0.06 2.49 0.6 11.4 36.1 35.0 15.8 1.1 
7. 8.76 6.83 9.61 6.70 0.94 0.08 2.39 0.6 9.3 31.1 35.0 21.7 2.3 
B. 17.22 5.86 10.76 6.54 0.90 0.39 2.60 0.4 7.2 24.4 38.2 27.7 2.2 
9. 11.22 5.86 11.79 6.41 0.92 0.38 2.74 0.4 5.8 21.6 37.0 31.1 4.1 
10. 14.74 6.09 10.58 6.56 0.92 0.19 2.65 0.5 7.0 25.8 39.9 23.3 3.5 
11. 8.46 6.88 10.67 6.55 1.00 -0.01 2.35 0.4 7.4 29.8 32.1 24.6 5.7 
12. 9.07 6.78 11.33 6.46 1. 01 0.04 2.52 0.5 7.0 25.5 35.0 24.4 7.7 
13. 9.07 6.78 11.41 6.45 1.01 0.09 2.46 0.5 7.0 24.8 35.2 25.1 7.5 
-
-
14. 9.89 6.66 11.75 6.41 1.02 0.14 2.45 0.5 6.7 24.4 33.2 27.6 7.7 
0 15. 7.37 7.08 10.68 8.55 1.03 0.08 2.27 0.6 8.2 29.3 30.4 25.4 6.1 
29. 8.46 8.88 8.95 6.80 0.96 0.11 2.50 1.1 12.2 30.2 36.2 18.6 1. 7 
39. 4.31 7.96 6.64 7.23 1.00 -0.40 2.57 2.0 25.3 35.3 25.7 10.0 1. 7 
49. 9.89 6.66 8.38 6.90 0.92 -0.02 2.46 0.7 13.3 33.8 35.8 15.2 1.2 
59. 8.58 6.86 8.12 6.94 o.89 -o.o5 2.48 0.7 13.0 36.6 34.3 14.7 0.8 
69. 6.87 7.19 9.54 6.71 1.04 -0.24 2.43 0.6 10.3 34.7 30.2 17.3 7.0 
79. 6.87 7.19 9.52 6.87 0.92 -0.12 2.49 0.6 11.2 37.9 32.2 16.6 1.4 
99. 8.12 6.94 10.08 6.63 1.03 0.01 2.19 0.6 9.6 30.9 29.9 24.3 4.8 
99. 18.14 5.78 10.73 6.54 0.84 0.68 2.65 0.4 6.4 23.5 37.2 32.4 o.o 
109. 8.46 6.88 8.88 6.82 0.85 0.19 2.45 0.6 9.4 34.0 37.3 18.8 o.o 
119. 7.07 7.14 8.33 6.91 o.89 0.07 2.39 0.7 11.7 36.3 34.6 16.6 o.o 
129. -.-- -.-- - -- - -- . -.-- . -.- . . . . -.-. . 
139. 8.76 6.83 11.94 6.39 1.05 0.05 2.40 0.4 6.6 24.5 33.1 25.2 10.2 
149. 8.76 6.83 10.05 6.64 0.99 0.09 2.43 0.8 8.8 29.6 33.0 24.0 3.7 
159. 7.90 6.98 10.44 6.58 1.01 o.o8 2.27 0.6 8.7 29.5 30.5 26.2 4.5 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT' SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-84 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. 8.46 6.88 8.79 6.83 0.98 0.07 2.45 1.2 13.0 30.8 34.8 18.3 1. 9 
3. 8.03 6.96 7.95 6.97 0.95 -0.01 2.40 1.3 16.0 33.7 33.4 14.9 0.7 
4. 9.89 6.66 8.73 6.84 0.96 -0.04 2.40 0.7 12.8 32.5 34.7 17.2 2.0 
5. 8.92 6.81 8.70 6.84 0.94 -0.03 2.33 0.6 11.9 34.5 33.4 18.5 1.0 
G. 8.58 6.86 8.49 6.88 o.so -0.06 2.49 0.6 11.4 36.1 35.0 15.8 1.1 
7. 8.76 6.83 9.61 6.70 0.94 0.08 2.39 0.6 9.3 31.1 35.0 21.7 2.3 
8. 17.22 5.86 10.76 6.54 0.90 0.39 2.60 0.4 7.2 24.4 38.2 27.7 2.2 
9. 17.22 5.86 11.79 6.41 0.92 0.38 2.74 0.4 5.8 21.6 37.0 31.1 4.1 
10. 14.74 6.08 10.58 6.56 0.92 0.19 2.65 0.5 7.0 25.8 39.9 23.3 3.5 
11. 8.46 6.88 10.67 6.55 1.00 -0.01 2.35 0.4 7.4 29.8 32.1 24.6 5.7 
12. 9.07 6.78 11.33 6.46 1.01 0.04 2.52 0.5 7.0 25.5 35.0 24.4 7.7 
13. 9.07 6.78 11.41 6.45 1.01 0.09 2.46 0.5 7.0 24.8 35.2 25.1 7.5 
-
-
14. 9.89 6.66 11.75 6.41 1.02 0.14 2.45 0.5 8.7 24.4 33.2 27.6 7.7 
0 15. 7.37 7.08 10.68 6.55 1.03 0.06 2.27 0.6 8.2 29.3 30.4 25.4 6.1 
29. 8.46 6.88 8.95 6.80 0.96 0.11 2.50 1.1 12.2 30.2 36.2 18.6 1. 7 
39. 4.31 7.86 6.64 7.23 1.00 -0.40 2.57 2.0 25.3 35.3 25.7 10.0 1. 7 
49. 9.89 6.66 8.38 6.90 0.92 -0.02 2.46 0.7 13.3 33.8 35.8 15.2 1.2 
59. 8.58 6.86 8.12 6.94 o.89 -o.o5 2.48 0.7 13.0 36.6 34.3 14.7 0.8 
69. 6.87 7.18 9.54 6.71 1.04 -0.24 2.43 0.6 10.3 34.7 30.2 17.3 7.0 
79. 6.87 7.18 8.52 6.87 0.92 -0.12 2.49 0.6 11.2 37.9 32.2 16.6 1.4 
89. 8.12 6.94 10.08 6.63 1.03 0.01 2.19 0.6 9.6 30.9 29.9 24.3 4.8 
99. 18.14 5.78 10.73 6.54 0.84 0.68 2.65 0.4 6.4 23.5 37.2 32.4 o.o 
109. 8.46 8.88 8.88 8.82 0.95 0.19 2.45 0.6 9.4 34.0 37.3 18.9 o.o 
119. 7.07 7.14 9.33 8.91 0.89 0.07 2.39 0.7 11.7 38.3 34.6 16.8 o.o 
129. -.-- -.-- -.-- -.-- -.-- -.-- -.-- -.- . -.- -.- -.- -.-
139. 9.78 6.83 11.94 6.39 1.05 0.05 2.40 0.4 6.6 24.5 33.1 25.2 10.2 
149. 8.76 8.83 10.05 6.64 0.99 o.os 2.43 0.8 8.8 29.6 33.0 24.0 3.7 
159. 7.90 8.98 10.44 6.58 1.01 o.oe 2.27 0.6 8.7 29.5 30.5 26.2 4.5 
ID HOHENT HEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER HODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN HICRONS 
HICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 B-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20. 8.82 6.82 7.18 7.12 0.79 0.25 2.70 1.2 15.4 37.7 39.9 5.8 0.0 
30. 3.53 8.14 5.59 7.48 0.85 -0.21 2.34 2.6 32.4 34.6 27.2 3.2 o.o 
40. 4.73 7.72 6.67 7.23 0.88 -0~19 2.11 1.0 21.8 40.3 26.0 10.9 o.o 
so. 4.73 7.72 6.17 7.34 0.82 -0.35 2.46 1.0 22.8 45.1 24.8 6.2 0.0 
so. 4.66 7.74 7.11 7.14 0.83 0.15 2.23 1.0 17.2 37.1 38.1 6.5 o.o 
70. 9.59 6.70 7.13 7.13 0.73 0.26 2.60 0.8 13.8 41.2 40.1 4.1 o.o 
80. 5.00 7.64 6.69 7.22 0.79 0.11 2.36 1. 3 17.7 42.8 33.9 4.3 0.0 
90. 11.32 6.46 6.85 7.19 0.76 0.35 2.39 1.2 16.6 39.3 41.1 1.8 o.o 
100. 10.28 6.60 7.29 7.10 0.79 0.42 2.43 1.1 16.0 33.5 44.9 4.5 0.0 
110. 9.33 6.74 8.76 6.84 0.85 0.21 2.51 o.s 10.3 31.8 39.7 17.6 0.0 
120. 9.59 6.70 7.34 7.09 0.71 0.56 2.94 1.0 12.2 38.2 46.0 2.6 o.o 
130. 7.58 7.04 6.22 7.33 0.82 0.14 2.54 2.4 21.3 42.1 29.9 4.2 o.o 
-
140. 7.47 7.06 6.40 7.29 0.78 0.15 2.72 1. 9 18.8 44.5 30.8 4.1 o.o 
-
-
150. 6.87 7.18 6.21 7.33 0.67 0.17 3.27 1.2 16.1 58.3 22.3 2.0 0.0 
21. 8.32 6.91 6.90 7.18 0.94 0.01 2.73 3.0 18.6 36.8 32.6 8.1 0.9 
31. 4.47 7.80 5.76 7.44 0.81 -0.20 2.73 2.5 26.0 42.5 25.4 3.6 o.o 
41. 10.71 6.54 7.93 6.98 0.81 0.05 2.78 0.7 11.4 38.0 40.3 9.1 0.4 
51. 5.66 7.46 7.64 7.03 0.83 -0.02 2.79 1.0 12.0 41.0 36.8 8.8 0.3 
61. 12.14 6.36 8.75 6.84 0.90 0.50 2.49 1.2 13.1 24.7 45.1 15.9 o.o 
71. 10.57 6.56 7.98 6.97 0.80 0.42 2.61 0.9 12.6 31.7 47.1 7.7 o.o 
81. 12.48 6.32 8.15 6.94 0.81 0.55 2.63 1.0 12.1 30.5 48.6 7.8 o.o 
91. 12.14 6.36 9.04 6.79 0.78 0.75 3.20 0.8 8.8 25.3 54.6 10.6 o.o 
101. 11.64 6.42 8.14 6.94 0.79 0.57 2.81 1.0 11.2 31.5 48.5 7.7 0.0 
111. 9.33 6.74 8.68 6.85 0.82 0.28 2.78 0.7 9.8 31.2 43.3 15.0 0.0 
121. 10.42 6.58 9.06 6.79 0.74 0.68 3.60 0.7 7.7 25.1 56.6 9.9 o.o 
131. 8.70 6.84 7.22 7.11 0.87 0.14 2.60 . 1.9 16.4 37.0 35.4 9.2 0.2 
141. 8.12 6.94 7.27 7.10 0.89 0.04 2.66 1. 7 16.1 38.3 33.4 10.2 0.3 
151. 6.97 7.16 6.83 7.19 0.71 0.02 3.32 1.0 12.7 55.1 26.2 5.0 o.o 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-B B-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20. 8.82 6.82 7.18 7.12 0.79 0.25 2.70 1.2 15.4 37.7 39.9 5.8 o.o 
30. 3.53 8.14 5.59 7.48 0.85 -0.21 2.34 2.6 32.4 34.6 27.2 3.2 o.o 
40. 4.73 7.72 6.67 7.23 0.88 -0 .. 19 2.11 1.0 21.8 40.3 26.0 10.9. 0.0 
50. 4.73 7.72 6.17 7.34 0.82 -0.35 2.46 1. 0 22.8 45.1 24.8 6.2 0.0 
so. 4.66 7.74 7.11 7.14 0.83 0.15 2.23 1.0 J.7.2 37.1 38.1 6.5 o.o 
70. 9.59 6.70 7.13 7.13 0.73 0.26 2.60 o.a 13.8 41.2 40.1 4.1 0.0 
eo. 5.00 7.64 6.69 7.22 0.79 0.11 2.36 1. 3 17.7 42.8 33.9 4.3 0.0 
90. 11.32 6.46 6. 85 7.19 0.76 0.35 2.39 1.2 16.6 39.3 41.1 1.8 o.o 
100. 10.28 6.60 7.29 7.10 0.79 0.42 2.43 1.1 16.0 33.5 44.9 4.5 o.o 
110. 9.33 6.74 8.76 6.84 0.85 0.21 2.51 o.s 10.3 31.8 39.7 17.6 o.o 
120. 9.59 6.70 7.34 7.09 0.71 0.56 2.94 1.0 12.2 38.2 46.0 2.6 o.o 
130. 7.58 7.04 6.22 7.33 0.82 0.14 2.54 2.4 21.3 42.1 29.9 4.2 o.o 
..... 140 • 7.47 7.06 6. 40' 7.29 0.78 0.15 2.72 1.9 18.8 44.5 30.8 4.1 o.o 
- 150. 6.87 7.18 6.21 7.33 0.67 0.17 3.27 1.2 16.1 58.3 22.3 2.0 0.0 ~ 
21. 8.32 6.91 6.90 7.18 0.94 0.01 2.73 3.0 18.6 36.8 32.6 8.1 0.9 
31. 4.47 7.80 5.76 7.44 0.81 -0.20 2.73 2.5 26.0 42.5 25.4 3.6 o.o 
41. 10.71 6.54 7.93 6.98 0.81 o.os 2.78 0.7 11.4 38.0 40.3 9.1 0.4 
51. 5.66 7.46 7.64 7.03 0.83 -0.02 2.79 1.0 12.0 41.0 36.8 8.8 0.3 
61. 12.14 6.36 8.75 8.84 0.90 0.50 2.49 1. 2 13.1 24.7 45.1 15.9 0.0 
71. 10.57 8.56 7.98 8.97 0.80 0.42 2.81 0.9 12.6 31.7 47.1 7.7 o.o 
81. 12.48 6.32 8.15 6.94 0.81 0.55 2.63 1.0 12.1 30.5 48.6 7.8 o.o 
91. 12.14 6.36 9.04 6.79 0.78 0.75 3.20 0.8 8.8 25.3 54.6 10.6 0.0 
101. 11.64 6.42 8.14 6.94 0.79 0.57 2.81 1.0 11.2 31.5 48.5 7.7 o.o 
111. 9.33 6.74 8.68 6.85 0.82 0.28 2.78 0.7 9.8 31.2 43.3 15.0 o.o 
121. 10.42 6.58 9.06 6.79 0.74 0.68 3.60 0.7 7.7 25.1 56.6 9.9 o.o 
131. 8.70 6.84 7.22 7.11 0.87 0.14 2.60 1.9 16.4 37.0 35.4 9.2 0.2 
141. 8.12 6.94 7.27 7.10 0.89 0.04 2.66 1. 7 16.1 38.3 33.4 10.2 0.3 
151. 6. 97 7. 16 6. 83 7. 19 0.71 0.02 3.32 1.0 12.7 55.1 28.2 5.0 o.o 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUI'tE PERCENT 
NUI'tBER l'tODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22. 15.52 6.01 9.73 6.68 0.92 0.62 2.94 1.7 9.2 23.8 42.4 22.6 0.4 
32. -.-- -.-- - -- - -- . . . . . -. . . . . . 
42. 16.35 5.93 16.47 5.92 0.91 0.43 z.8s 0.2 2.0 11.3 33.6 37.4 15.6 
52. 12.61 6.31 12.96 6.27 0.85 0.36 3.09 0.3 3.2 17.0 42.9 31.6 5.1 
62. 11.48 6.44 10.13 6.62 0.75 0.58 3.46 o.s s.s 22.2 54.1 17.5 0.2 
72. 14.53 6.10 10.85 6.53 0.74 1.02 3.96 o.s 5.9 15.3 57.1 21.2 o.o 
82. 13.01 6.26 11.71 6.42 0.63 1.44 5.77 0.4 3.3 11.9 63.9 20.7 0.0 
92. 12.65 6.30 11.50 6.44 0.62 1.44 5.99 0.4 3.2 11.7 66.4 18.3 o.o 
102. 12.14 6.36 10.55 6.57 0.80 0.83 3.63 o.s 7.1 16.9 54.8 20.3 0.3 
112. 10.71 6.54 10.98 6.51 0.77 0.77 3.63 o.s s.s 16.6 52.9 24.5 0.0 
122. 11.48 6.44 11.61 6.43 0.72 0.86 4.34 0.4 3.9 13.4 57.1 24.6 0.6 
-
132. 17.22 5.86 11.75 6.41 o.8s 0.77 3.39 0.7 5.7 17.2 41.8 33.5 1.1 
-
142. 20.13 5.63 15.26 6.03 0.95 0.89 3.50 o.s 4.7 11.1 28.3 46.6 8.8 
"' 152. 8.12 6.94 9.69 6.69 0.68 0.26 3.35 0.3 3.3 31.4 50.2 14.8 o.o 
23. 21.95 5.51 17.45 5.84 1.01 0.71 3.04 0.3 3.5 11.8 23.9 40.0 20.5 
33. 11.36 6.46 10.12 6.63 0.98 0.40 2.65 1.2 10.3 22.3 39.5 24.5 2.1 
43. 13.05 6.26 12.76 6.29 0.85 0.54 3.23 0.4 4.0 15.8 42.7 33.3 3.8 
53. 10.98 6.51 12.65 6.30 0.89 o.ss 3.04 0.5 4.4 17.2 39.1 35.7 3.2 
63. 10.06 6.63 9.88 6.66 0.89 0.38 2.91 o.8 8.6 23.9 44.3 21.4 0.9 
73. 12.14 6.36 11.45 6.45 0.88 0.71 3.29 0.7 6.8 16.2 44.9 30.2 1.2 
83. 12.61 6.31 12.53 6.32 0.88 0.73 3.67 0.7 5.6 12.7 46.3 30.8 3.9 
93. 12.83 6.28 13.40 6.22 0.75 0.96 4.93 0.5 3.2 8.4 52.0 33.8 2.2 
103. 12.39 6.33 12.66 6.30 0.89 0.69 3.61 0.7 5.6 12.5 44.7 32.1 4.5 
113. 16.93 5.88 12.27 6.35 0.89 0.71 3.44 0.6 6.0 14.2 43.2 32.8 3.1 
123. 16.93 5.88 13.01 6.26 0.83 0.78 3.77 0.4 4.4 11.8 44.7 35.7 2.9 
133. 13.05 6.26 13.13 6.25 0.92 0.74 3.57 0.7 5.6 12.1 41.8 34.6 5.3 
143. 18.14 5.78 12.72 6.30 1.02 0.75 3.08 1.1 8.2 13.4 33.9 37.8 5.7 
153. 10.13 6.62 11.83 6.40 0.77 0.43 3.21 0.3 3.1 18.8 47.2 29.3 1.2 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------22. 15.52 6.01 9.73 6.68 0.92 0.62 2.94 1.7 9.2 23.8 42.4 22.6 0.4 
32. - -- - -- - -- - -- . -.-- -.-- . . . . . -.-. . . . 
42. 16.35 5.93 16.47 5.92 0.91 0.43 2.85 0.2 2.0 11.3 33.6 37.4 15.6 
52. 12.81 8.31 12.96 6.27 0.85 0.38 3.09 0.3 3.2 17.0 42.9 31.6 5.1 
82. 11.48 B. 44 10.13 6.82 0.75 0.58 3.46 0.5 5.5 22.2 54.1 17.5 0.2 
72. 14.53 8.10 10.85 8.53 0.74 1.02 3.96 0.5 5.9 15.3 57.1 21.2 o.o 
82. 13.01 6.26 11.71 6.42 0.63 1.44 5. 77 0.4 3.3 11.9 63.9 20.7 o.o 
92. 12.65 6.30 11.50 B. 44 0.62 1.44 5.99 0.4 3.2 11.7 88.4 18.3 o.o 
102. 12.14 6.36 10.55 6.57 0.80 0.83 3.63 0.6 7.1 16.9 54.8 20.3 0.3 
112. 10.71 6.54 10.98 6.51 o. 77 0.77 3.63 0.5 5.5 16.6 52.9 24.5 0.0 
122. 11.48 6. 44 11.61 6.43 o. 72 0.86 4.34 0.4 3.9 13.4 57.1 24.6 o.s 
-
132. 17.22 5.86 11.75 6.41 o.88 o. 77 3.39 0.7 5.7 17.2 41.8 33.5 1.1 
..... 142. 20.13 5.83 15.26 6.03 0.95 0.89 3.50 0.5 4.7 11.1 28.3 46.6 8.8 
"' 152. 8.12 6.94 9.69 6.69 o.68 0.26 3.35 0.3 3.3 31.4 50.2 14.8 0.0 
23. 21.95 5.51 17.45 5.84 1.01 0.71 3.04 0.3 3.5 11.8 23.9 40.0 20.5 
33. 11.36 6.46 10.12 6.63 0.98 0.40 2.65 1.2 10.3 22.3 39.5 24.5 2.1 
43. 13.05 6.26 12.76 6.29 0.85 0.54 3.23 0.4 4.0 15.8 42.7 33.3 3.8 
53. 10.98 6.51 12.65 6.30 0.89 0.55 3.04 0.5 4.4 17.2 39.1 35.7 3.2 
63. 10.06 6.63 9.88 6.66 0.89 0.38 2.91 0.8 8.6 23.9 44.3 21.4 0.9 
73. 12.14 6.36 11.45 G. 45 0.88 0.71 3.29 0.7 6.8 16.2 44.9 30.2 1.2 
83. 12.61 6.31 12.53 6.32 0.88 0.73 3.67 0.7 5.8 12.7 46.3 30.8 3.9 
93. 12.83 8.28 13.40 6.22 0.75 0.96 4.93 0.5 3.2 8.4 52.0 33.8 2.2 
103. 12.39 6.33 12.66 8.30 0.89 0.68 3.61 0.7 5,6 12.5 44.7 32.1 4.~ 
113. 16.93 5.88 12.27 6.35 0.89 0.71 3.44 0.6 8.o 14.2 43.2 32.8 3.1 
123. 16.93 5.88 13.01 6.26 0.83 0.78 3. 77 0.4 4.4 11.8 44.7 35.7 2.9 
133. 13.05 6.26 13.13 6.25 0.92 0.74 3.57 0.7 5.6 12.1 41.8 34.8 5.3 
143. 18.14 5.78 12.72 6.30 1.02 0.75 3.08 1 • 1 8.2 13.4 33.9 37.8 5.7 
153. 10.13 6.62 11.83 6.40 0.77 0.43 3.21 0.3 3.1 18.8 47.2 29.3 1.2 
ID HOHENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUHBER !'lODE HEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24. 22.73 5.46 11.55 6.44 1.16 0.52 2.22 1.7 12.3 18.5 23.7 38.2 5.6 
34. 12.18 6.36 8.49 6.88 1.22 0.22 1.93 4.0 21.5 18.8 27.6 25.7 2.4 
44. 24.36 5.36 15.79 5.99 1.01 ~.03 3.50 0.7 5.9 10.5 22.7 49.8 10.3 
54. 23.12 5.43 13.79 6.18 1.08 0.78 2.83 0.9 8.5 13.0 26.2 42.7 8.7 
64. 12.39 6.33 9.53 6. 71 1.04 0.23 2.18 1.2 13.3 26.1 31.9 26.1 1.4 
74. 23.53 5.41 15.24 6.04 1.06 0.87 3.02 0.6 6.8 12.1 22.9 45.5 12.0 
84. 20.48 5.61 13.04 6.26 1.02 0.68 2.76 o.8 7.3 16.1 29.6 40.5 5.7 
94. 10.60 6.56 10.28 6.60 LOS 0.18 2.39 1.1 10.8 24.8 33.0 25.4 4.9 
104. 19.11 5.71 14.08 6.15 1.02 0.77 2.99 0.7 6.8 13.3 28.3 42.3 8.5 
114. 8.92 6.81 10.59 6.56 1.11 0.20 2.28 1.1 12.0 23.0 30.8 26.7 6.4 
124. 20.13 5.63 15.26 6.03 0.95 0.89 3.50 0.5 4.7 11.1 28.3 46.6 8.8 
134. 11.76 s. 41 12.87 6.28 1.10 0.46 2.59 1.0 8.1 16.4 32.3 31.8 10.4 
-
144. 21.57 5.53 13.97 6.16 1.04 0.71 3.04 0.9 6.8 12.6 31.9 38.1 9.6 
-w 154. 21.57 5.53 14.99 6.06 0.93 0.70 3.15 0.3 4.0 12.7 30.9 43.1 9.0 
25. 27.50 5.18 11.95 6.39 1.27 0.45 2.06 2.3 13.1 18.4 20.1 34.2 11.8 ' 
35. 3.44 8.18 8.76 6.83 1.26 -0.03 1.80 2.5 22.3 24.4 19.6 25.6 5.8 
45. 31.59 4.98 14.91 6.07 1.23 0.64 2.23 0.7 10.1 15.4 17.9 35.2 20.7 
55. 9.89 6.66 7.91 6.98 1.57 0.03 1.81 14.4 16.8 19.7 18.9 18.3 12.0 
65. 20.48 5.61 14.09 6.15 1. 01 0.38 2.49 0.3 4.5 17.9 31.3 33.3 12.7 
75. 26.11 5. 26 10.13 6.63 1.04 0.19 2.19 0.9 11.0 27.1 30.6 27.7 2.7 
85. 29.47 5.08 11.75 6.41 1.16 0.23 2.14 0.9 10.6 22.5 27.4 27.0 11.6 
95. 29.47 5.08 15.13 6.05 1.16 0.73 2.53 0.9 7.6 15.6 18.7 40.6 16.6 
105. 32.70 4.93 15.71 5.99 1.19 0.73 2.43 0.8 8.0 15.3 17.2 37.5 21.2 
115. 35.05 4.83 16.19 5.95 1.11 0.66 2.56 0.4 5.8 14.1 22.6 35.5 21.5 
125. 32.14 4.96 15.53 6.01 1.22 0.70 2.36 0.9 8.6 15.6 16.5 36.5 21.9 
135 •. 27.50 5.18 14.22 6.14 1.22 0.62 2.50 1. 2 10.2 13.0 23.9 34.1 17.5 
145. 32.70 4.93 20.27 5.62 1.04 1.06 3.32 0.2 3.3 11.3 12.9 42.4 29.9 
155. 35.66 4.81 19.52 5.68 1.14 1.05 3.40 0.7 5.4 9.4 15.1 38.8 30.5 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-84 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24. 22.73 5.46 11.55 B. 44 1.16 0.52 2.22 1.7 12.3 18.5 23.7 38.2 5.6 
34. 12.18 8.36 8.49 8.88 1.22 0.22 1.93 4.0 21.5 18.8 27.6 25.7 2.4 
44. 24.36 5.36 15.79 5.99 1.01 J.03 3.50 0.7 5.9 10.5 22.7 49.8 10.3 
54. 23.12 5.43 13.79 6.18 1.08 0.78 2.83 0.9 8.5 13.0 26.2 42.7 8.7 
64. 12.39 6.33 9.53 6.71 1.04 0.23 2.19 1.2 13.3 26.1 31.9 26.1 1.4 
74. 23.53 5.41 15.24 6.04 LOB 0.87 3.02 0.6 6.8 12. 1 22.9 45.5 12.0 
84. 20.48 5.61 13.04 6.26 1.02 0.68 2.76 0.8 7.3 16.1 29.6 40.5 5.7 
94. 10.60 6.56 10.28 6.60 1.06 0.18 2.39 1.1 10.8 24.8 33.0 25.4 4.9 
104. 19.115.71 14.08 6.15 1.02 0.77 2.99 0.7 6.8 13.3 28.3 42.3 8.5 
114. 8.92 6.81 10.59 6.56 1.11 0.20 2.28 1.1 12.0 23.0 30.8 26.7 6.4 
124. 20.13 5.63 15.26 6.03 0.95 0.89 3.50 0.5 4.7 11.1 28.3 46.6 8.8 
134. 11.76 6. 41 12.87 6.28 1.10 0.46 2.59 1.0 8.1 16.4 32.3 31.8 10.4 
-
144. 21.57 5.53 
-
13.97 6.16 1.04 0.71 3.04 0.9 6.8 12.6 31.9 38.1 9.6 
w 154. 21.57 5.53 14.99 6.06 0.93 0.70 3.15 0.3 4.0 12.7 30.9 43.1 9.0 
25. 27.50 5.18 11.95 6.39 1.27 0.45 2.06 2.3 13.1 18.4 20.1 34.2 11.8 ' 
35. 3.44 8.18 9.76 6.83 1.26 -0.03 1.80 2.5 22.3 24.4 19.6 25.6 5.8 
45. 31.59 4.98 14.91 6.07 1.23 0.64 2.23 0.7 10.1 15.4 17.9 35.2 20.7 
55. 9.89 6.66 7.91 6.99 1.57 0.03 1.81 14.4 16.8 19.7 18.9 18.3 12.0 
65. 20.49 5.61 14.09 6.15 1.01 0.38 2.49 0.3 4.5 17.9 31.3 33.3 12.7 
75. 26.11 5. 28 10.13 6.63 1.04 0.19 2.19 0.9 11.0 27.1 30.6 27.7 2.7 
85. 29.47 5.08 11.75 8. 41 1.16 0.23 2.14 0.9 10.6 22.5 27.4 27.0 11.6 
95. 29.47 5.08 15.13 6.05 1.16 0.73 2.53 0.9 7.6 15.6 18.7 40.6 16.6 
105. 32.70 4.93 15.71 5.99 1.19 0.73 2.43 0.8 8.0 15.3 17.2 37.5 21.2 
115. 35.05 4.83 16.19 5.95 1.11 0.66 2.56 0.4 5.8 14.1 22.6 35.5 21.5 
125. 32.14 4.96 15.53 6.01 1.22 0.70 2.36 0.9 8.8 15.6 16.5 36.5 21.9 
135. 27.50 5.18 14.22 6.14 1.22 0.82 2.50 1.2 10.2 13.0 23.9 34.1 17.5 
145. 32.70 4.93 20.27 5.62 1.04 1.06 3.32 0.2 3.3 11.3 12.9 42.4 29.9 
155. 35.66 4.81 19.52 5.68 1.14 1.05 3.40 0.7 5.4 9.4 15.1 38.8 30.5 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUHBER HODE HEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2D. 3.50 8.16 4.56 7.78 0.97 -1.10 3.86 5.2 48.3 30.3 8.3 7.1 0.7 
3D. - -- - -- - -- - -- . . . . . . . . - . . . . . 
40. - -- - -- - -- - -- . . . . . . . . -.-. . . . 
50. 4.93 7.66 6.62 7.24 1.11 -0.25 2.19 3.9 26.1 32.4 21.2 15.4 1.1 
6D. 4.29 7.86 6.56 7.25 1.07 -0.17 2.07 3.7 26.5 31.2 23.3 15.1 0.2 
7D. 4.86 7.68 7.45 7.07 1.18 -0.13 2.06 3.6 23.3 28.5 23.1 18.6 2.8 
8D. 4.66 7.74 5.93 7.40 1.02 -0.31 2.33 4.2 29.3 34.3 21.0 11.1 0.1 
9D. 5.78 7.43 7.93 6.98 1.14 -0.02 2.12 3.0 20.0 28.7 26.2 19.3 2.7 
100. 3.32 8.23 6.52 7.26 1.15 -0.30 2.15 4.3 28.8 29.7 20.4 14.7 2.1 
11D. 4.66 7.74 7.23 7.11 1.11 -0.09 2.10 3.3 23.0 29.9 25.3 17.2 1.4 
12D. 11.17 6.48 8.11 6.95 1.05 0.13 2.17 2.1 17.4 29.3 30.4 20.0 o.8 
-
13D. 4.70 7.73 7.74 7.01 1.14 -0.01 2.00 3.0 21.7 27.8 25.1 20.9 1.5 
-
14D. 4.12 7.92 6.34 7.30 1.13 -0.33 2.19 4.3 29.0 31.1 19.4 15.1 1.1 ~ 
15D. 5.58 7.48 7.96 6.97 1.15 -0.04 2.05 2.7 20.8 28.5 24.9 20.5 2.6 
290. 3.12 8.32 3.53 8.15 0.66 -0.25 2.79 11.0 51.5 33.8 3.7 o.o 0.0 
390. - -- - -- -.-- -.-- . . -.-- . . . . . . . . 
49D. 3.16 8.30 3.55 8.14 0.66 -0.38 2.87 9.8 54.2 30.8 5.3 0.0 o.o 
590. 4.02 7.96 4.67 7.74 0.88 -0.36 2.52 6.8 38.7 34.9 16.7 3.0 o.o 
69D. 3.89 8.00 4.53 7.78 0.88 -0.40 2.53 7.3 40.4 33.5 16.2 2.6 o.o 
79D. 5.00 7.64 6.14 7.35 1.01 -0.03 2.03 4.5 27.2 31.1 26.7 10.4 o.o 
890. 2.27 8.78 3.18 8.30 0.76 -0.34 2.22 21.8 45.7 27.9 4.6 o.o 0.0 
990. 3.21 8.28 4.48 7.80 0.85 -0.40 2.57 6.6 41.7 34.3 15.3 2.0 0.0 
1090. 3.68 8.08 5.76 7.44 1.08 -0.24 2.13 6.4 31.2 29.6 21.7 11.0 0.1 
1190. 4.95 7.66 6.33 7.30 0.99 -0.14 2.34 3.8 24.7 35.8 24.9 10.7 0.1 
1290. 3.79 8.04 5.76 7.44 1.06 -0.09 2.01 6.5 30.2 28.2 25.2 9.9 0.0 
1390. 4.09 7.93 5.57 7.49 0.94 -0.11 2.18 4.9 30.2 35.0 23.9 6.1 0.0 
149D. 5.58 7.48 6.79 7.20 1.03 -0.11 2.24 3.4 22.7 34.9 24.5 14.3 0.3 
159D. 4.86 7.68 4.87 7.68 0.89 -0.15 2.25 7.1 34.1 36.2 20.5 2.1 0.0 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-1S 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20. 3.50 8.16 4.56 7.78 0.97 -1.10 3.86 5.2 48.3 30.3 8.3 7.1 0.7 
3D. -.-- -.-- - -- - -- -.-- . -.-- . -.- . . . . . . 
4D. -.-- -.-- - -- - -- -.-- -.-- . . -.- . . . -.-. . 
so. 4.93 7.66 6.S2 7.24 1.11 -0.25 2.19 3.9 26.1 32.4 21.2 15.4 1.1 
so. 4.29 7.86 6.56 7.25 1.07 -0.17 2.07 3.7 26.5 31.2 23.3 15.1 0.2 
70. 4.86 7.68 7.45 7.07 1.18 -0.13 2.06 3.6 23.3 28.5 23.1 18.6 2.8 
8D. 4.66 7.74 5.93 7.40 1.02 -0.31 2.33 4.2 29.3 34.3 21.0 11.1 0.1 
90. 5.78 7.43 7.93 6.98 1.14 -0.02 2.12 3.0 20.0 28.7 28.2 19.3 2.7 
100. 3.32 8.23 6.52 7.26 1.15 -0.30 2.15 4.3 28.8 29.7 20.4 14.7 2.1 
110. 4.66 7.74 7.23 7.11 1.11 -0.09 2.10 3.3 23.0 29.9 25.3 17.2 1.4 
120. 11.17 G. 48 8. 11 6.95 1.05 0.13 2.17 2.1 17.4 29.3 30.4 20.0 0.8 
-
130. 4.70 7.73 7.74 7.01 1.14 -0.01 2.00 3.0 21.7 27.8 25.1 20.9 1.5 
-
140 • 4.12 7.92 6.34 7.30 1 •. 13 -0.33 2.19 4.3 29.0 31.1 19.4 15.1 1.1 
.:. 
150. 5.58 7.48 7.96 8.97 1.15 -0.04 2.05 2.7 20.8 28.5 24.9 20.5 2.6 
. 
290. 3.12 8.32 3.53 8.15 0.66 -0.25 2.79 11.0 51.5 33.8 3.7 o.o o.o 
390. - -- - -- - -- - -- . -.-- -.-- . . -.- -.- -.- -.-. . . . 
490. 3.16 8.30 3.55 8.14 O.S6 -0.38 2.87 9.8 54.2 30.8 5.3 0.0 o.o 
590. 4.02 7.96 4.67 7.74 o.8B -0.38 2.52 s.8 38.7 34.9 16.7 3.0 o.o 
690. 3.89 8.00 4.53 7.78 0.88 -0.40 2.53 7.3 40.4 33.5 16.2 2.6 o.o 
790. 5.00 7.64 6.14 7.35 1.01 -0.03 2.03 4.5 27.2 31.1 26.7 10.4 o.o 
890. 2.27 8.78 3.18 8.30 0.76 -0.34 2.22 21.8 45.7 27.9 4.6 0.0 o.o 
990. 3.21 8.28 4.48 7.80 0.85 -0.40 2.57 6.6 41.7 34.3 15.3 2.0 o.o 
1090. 3.68 8.08 5.76 7.44 1.08 -0.24 2.13 6.4 31.2 29.6 21.7 11.0 0.1 
1190. 4.95 7.66 6.33 7.30 0.99 -0.14 2.34 3.8 24.7 35.8 24.9 10.7 0.1 
1290. 3.79 8.04 5.76 7.44 1. OS -0.09 2.01 6.5 30.2 28.2 25.2 9.9 0.0 
1390. 4.09 7.93 5.57 7.49 0.94 -0.11 2.18 4.9 30.2 35.0 23.8 6.1 o.o 
1490. 5.58 7.48 6.79 7.20 1.03 -0.11 2.24 3.4 22.7 34.8 24.5 14.3 0.3 
1590. 4.86 7.68 4.87 7.68 0.89 -0.15 2.25 7.1 34.1 36.2 20.5 2.1 o.o 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VDLU/1£ PERCENT 
NUMBER f'IDDE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN f'IICRDNS 
f'IICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20D. 4.38 7.83 6.61 7.24 1.08 -0.13 2.04 3.9 26.6 30.4 24.2 14.5 0.5 
30D. 2.75 8.50 4.04 7.95 0.96 -0.80 3.25 12.0 45.5 27.5 10.3 4.7 0.1 
40D. 2.60 8.58 3.77 8.05 0.94 -0.96 3.56 13.8 48.9 24.S 8.2 4.6 o.o 
SOD. 2.99 8.38 3.S9 8.12 0.83 -f.03 4.24 12.4 S3.8 24.8 6.3 2.8 0.0 
SOD. 2.83 8.45 3.81 8.03 0.86 -0.85 3.63 11.1 49.7 27.7 8.S 3.0 o.o 
70D. 3.74 8.06 4.76 7.72 o.ss -0.56 2.88 6.9 37.8 3S.6 13.3 6.3 o.o 
BOD. 3.44 8.18 3.97 7.98 0.89 -0.93 3.71 9.S 50.5 26.9 8.9 4.1 0.0 
SOD. 3.16 8.30 4.07 7.94 0.86 -0.68 3.30 9.4 45.9 31.6 10.2 3.0 o.o 
100D. -.-- -.-- -.-- -.-- . -.-- . . . . . . . 
110D. 2.94 8.41 3.83 8.03 0.91 -1.14 4.55 11.7 49.9 27.9 6.1 3.8 0.6 
120D. 3.44 8.18 4.01 7.96 0.80 -0.81 4.04 8.0 47.4 35.6 6.3 2.8 o.o 
130D. 3.39 8.20 4.32 7.85 0.91 -0.83 3.47 7.8 44.2 33.1 9.5 5.4 o.o 
-
1400. 3.12 8.32 4.43 7.82 1.00 -0.86 3.18 8.4 45.6 28.0 10.6 7.2 0.3 
-
!SOD. 4.3S 7.84 
U1 
5.41 7.53 0.92 -0.27 2.43 4.4 31.4 37.8 20.3 6.0 o.o 
21D. 4.00 7.96 5.82 7.42 1.06 -0.3S 2.18 4.5 32.0 32.2 18.7 12.4 0.1 
31D. 2.64 8.S6 3.75 8.06 0.92 -1.03 3.9S 12.7 S0.7 24.7 7.S 4.1 0.2 
41D. 2.91 8.42 4.10 7.93 0.90 -0.87 3.59 9.1 47.1 30.3 9.0 4.S 0.1 
SID. 2.83 8.46 4.07 7.94 0.93 -0.91 3.58 9.3 48.6 28.S 8.7 4.8 0.1 
61D. 3.10 8.33 6.41 7.29 1.22 -0.40 2.17 5.1 31.0 27.8 17.8 15.0 3.2 
71D. 2.84 8.46 4.52 7.79 1.06 -0.84 3.02 8.9 45.3 26.3 10.7 8.2 0.7 
81D. 2.99 8.38 5.34 7.55 1.09 -0.44 2.36 7.0 34.9 29.7 17.4 10.7 0.3 
910. 3.21 8.28 4.83 7.69 1.03 -o. 11 2.82 6.9 41.5 29.6 13.0 8.7 0.2 
101D. 3.08 8.34 S.43 7.53 1.12 -0.48 2.39 7.2 34.7 29.0 17.4 10.6 1.1 
111D. 3.21 8.28 4.27 7.87 0.86 -0.71 3.31 7.S 43.8 34.6 10.4 3.7 0.0 
121D. 3.16 8.30 3.65 8.10 0.82 -1.13 4.88 11.1 S3.9 27.1 4.7 3.0 0.1 
1310. 4.78 7.71 7.01 7.16 1.29 -0.23 1.89 5.9 27.5 2S.5 17.4 19.8 3.9 
141D. 3.15 8.31 5.41 7.53 1.19 -0.74 2.70 6.7 38.5 28.1 12.5 11.1 3.1 
1510. 3.89 8.00 4.63 7.76 0.93 -0.77 3.17 6.1 42.0 34.S 11.0 6.4 o.o 
10 MOHENT HEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUHBER MODE HEAN so SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20D. 4.38 7.83 6.61 7.24 1.08 -0.13 2.04 3.9 28.6 30.4 24.2 14.5 0.5 
30D. 2.75 8.50 4.04 7.95 o.96 -o.8o 3.25 12.0 45.5 27.5 10.3 4.7 0.1 
40D. 2.60 8.58 3.77 8.05 0.94 -0.98 3.56 13.8 48.9 24.5 8.2 4.8 o.o 
SOD. 2.99 8.38 3. 59 8. 12 0.83 -L03 4.24 12.4 53.8 24.8 6.3 2.8 o.o 
SOD. 2.83 8.46 3.81 8.03 o.8s -0.85 3.63 11.1 49.7 27.7 8.5 3.0 o.o 
70D. 3.74 8.06 4.76 7.72 0.95 -0.58 2.88 6.9 37.8 35.8 13.3 8.3 o.o 
BOD. 3.44 8.18 3.97 7.98 0.89 -0.93 3.71 9.5 50.5 28.9 8.9 4.1 o.o 
SOD. 3.16 8.30 4.07 7.94 0.86 -0.68 3.30 9.4 45.9 31.6 10.2 3.0 o.o 
100D. - -- - -- - -- - -- . -.-- -.-- . . . . -.- . . . . . 
110D. 2.94 8.41 3.83 8.03 0.91 -1.14 4.55 11.7 49.9 27.9 6.1 3.8 o.s 
120D. 3.44 8.18 4.01 7.96 0.80 -0.81 4.04 8.0 47.4 35.6 8.3 2.8 0.0 
130D. 3.39 8.20 4.32 7.85 0.91 -0.83 3.47 7.8 44.2 33.1 9.5 5.4 o.o 
-
1400. 3.12 8.32 4.43 7.82 1.00 -0.86 3.18 8.4 45.8 28.0 10.6 7.2 0.3 
-
150D. 4.35 7.84 5.41 7.53 0.92 -0.27 2.43 4.4 31.4 37.8 20.3 6.0 o.o U1 
21D. 4.00 7.96 5.82 7.42 1.06 -0.35 2.18 4.5 32.0 32.2 18.7 12.4 0.1 
31D. 2.64 8.56 3.75 8.06 0.92 -1.03 3.95 12.7 50.7 24.7 7.5 4.1 0.2 
41D. 2.91 8.42 4.10 7.93 0.90 -0.87 3.59 9.1 47.1 30.3 9.0 4.5 0.1 
510. 2.83 8.46 4.07 7.94 0.93 -0.91 3,58 9.3 48.6 28.5 8.7 4.8 0.1 
610. 3.10 8.33 6.41 7.29 1.22 -0.40 2.17 5.1 31.0 27.8 17.8 15.0 3.2 
710. 2.84 8.46 4.52 7.79 1.06 -0.84 3.02 8.9 45.3 26.3 10.7 8.2 0.7 
81D. 2.89 8.38 5.34 7.55 1.09 -0.44 2.36 7.0 34.9 29.7 17.4 10.7 0.3 
910. 3.21 8.28 4.83 7.69 t.o3 -o. 11 2.82 6.9 41.5 28.6 13.0 8.7 0.2 
1010. 3.08 8.34 3.43 7.53 1.12 -0.48 2.39 7.2 34.7 29.0 17.4 10.6 1.1 
1110. 3.21 8.28 4.27 7.87 0.86 -0.71 3.31 7.5 43.8 34.6 10.4 3.7 o.o 
1210. 3.16 8.30 3.65 8.10 0.82 -1.13 4.88 11.1 53.9 27.1 4.7 3.0 0.1 
1310. 4.78 7.71 7.01 7.16 1.29 -0.23 1.89 5.9 27.5 25.5 17.4 19.8 3.9 
1410. 3.15 8.31 5.41 7.53 1.19 -0.74 2.70 6.7 38.5 28.1 12.5 11.1 3.1 
1510. 3.89 e.oo 4.63 7.76 0.93 -0.77 3.17 6.1 42.0 34.5 11.0 6.4 o.o 
IO MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUME PERCENT 
NUMBER HODE HEAN SO SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22D. 4.41 7.82 5.67 7.46 1.03 -0.34 2.32 4.9 31.5 33.6 19.6 10.3 o.o 
320. 3.58 8.12 5.08 7.62 0.90 -0.26 2.42 5.3 34.5 36.2 20.0 4.0 0.0 
42D. 4.00 7.96 4.97 7.65 0.96 -0.45 2.65 6.5 35.8 35.0 16.4 6.3 0.0 
52D. 3.81 8.03 5.12 7.61 1.02 -0.51 2.71 7.0 34.8 34.5 15.3 8.2 0.3 
620. 3.95 7.98 4.86 7.68 0.95 -0.31 2.49 7.9 35.1 33.6 18.9 4.6 o.o 
720. 3.68 8.08 4.68 7.74 0.97 -0.73 3.22 7.2 39.7 35.3 11.1 6.3 0.4 
820. 3.88 8.01 4.50 7.80 0.94 -0.94 4.00 6.9 42.6 35.5 9.6 4.4 1.1 
92D. 3.68 8.08 5.49 7.51 1.03 -0.45 2.55 5.3 33.0 33.9 18.2 9.0 0.6 
1020. 3.58 8.12 4.18 7.90 0.86 -0.73 3.40 8.4 45.0 33.0 10.1 3.5 0.0 
1120. 4.60 7.76 5.38 7.54 1.14 -0.46 2.35 8.8 32.7 29.3 16.8 11.4 0.9 
1220. 3.58 8.12 5.50 7.51 1.08 -0.39 2.16 5.8 36.7 26.3 20.1 11.1 o.o 
... 1320. 5.49 7.51 8.14 6.94 1.27 -0.02 1.99 4.8 20.7 25.3 22.8 20.9 5.5 
-
1420. 3.12 8.32 4.69 7.74 0.98 -0.78 3.22 6.5 41.7 33.1 11.7 6.6 0.4 
0' 1520. 4.00 7.96 5.27 7.57 0.92 -0.40 2.60 4.5 32.9 38.4 17.5 6.7 o.o 
230. 4.12 7.92 . 6.65 7.23 1.07 -0.04 2.01 4.0 25.3 29.9 26.3 14.4 o.o 
430. 6.24 7.32 6.76 7.21 1.00 -0.05 2.30 3.0 22.3 34.3 28.1 11.9 0.3 
530. 19.44 5.68 9.34 6.74 0.97 0.48 2.51 1.7 11.2 26.7 35.2 25.2 0.0 
630. 7.12 7.13 7.28 7.10 1.08 -0.01 2.21 3.6 21.4 30.2 28.0 15.6 1.2 
73D. 7.17 7.12 5.62 7.48 0.98 -0.12 2.39 5.9 27.8 36.2 22.8 7.3 0.0 
830. 7.47 7.06 6.47 7.27 1.02 0.01 2.21 4.4 23.7 33.2 27.0 11.7 o.o 
930. 3.53 8.14 5.63 7.47 1.01 -0.11 2.14 6.1 29.7 32.3 24.0 7.9 0.0 
1030. 3.63 8.10 5.83 7.42 0.99 -0.16 2.16 4.5 30.5 31.5 24.7 8.8 o.o 
113D. 5.58 7.48 6.52 7.26 1.00 -0.00 2.21 3.9 23.6 33.1 28.3 11.0 o.o 
1230. 4.29 7.86 6.02 7.38 1.04 -0.14 2.15 5.1 28.2 31.2 24.7 10.7 o.o 
133D. 2.83 8.46 4.84 7.69 1.05 -0.56 2.63 9.1 36.8 31.5 14.3 8.2 0.1 
143D. 19.72 5.66 6.06 7.37 1.35 -0.01 1. 77 14.5 23.7 20.2 21.6 19.9 o.o 
1530. 4.09 7.93 5.82 7.43 0.97 -0.33 2.40 3.6 30.0 36.3 21.0 9.2 o.o 
10 MOHENT HEASURE STATISTICS VOLUHE PERCENT 
NUMBER HOOE HEAN SO SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-B B-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
220. 4.41 7.82 5.67 7.46 1. 03 -0.34 2.32 4.9 31.5 33.6 19.8 10.3 0.0 
320. 3.58 8.12 5.08 7.62 0.90 -0.26 2.42 5.3 34.5 36.2 20.0 4.0 o.o 
420. 4.00 7.98 4.97 7.85 0.96 -0.45 2.65 6.5 35.8 35.0 16.4 8.3 o.o 
520. 3.81 8.03 5.12 7.61 1.02 -0.51 2.71 7.0 34.8 34.5 15.3 8.2 0.3 
820. 3.95 7.98 4.86 7.68 0.95 -0.31 2.49 7.9 35.1 33.6 18.9 4.6 o.o 
720. 3.68 8.08 4.68 7.74 0.97 -0.73 3.22 7.2 39.7 35.3 11.1 6.3 0.4 
820. 3.88 8.01 4.50 7.80 0.94 -0.94 4.00 6.9 42.8 35.5 9.8 4.4 1.1 
920. 3.68 8.08 5.49 7.51 1.03 -0.45 2.55 5.3 33.0 33.9 18.2 9.0 0.8 
1020. 3.58 8.12 4.18 7.90 0.86 -0.73 3.40 8.4 45.0 33.0 10.1 3.5 o.o 
1120. 4.60 7.76 5.38 7.54 1.14 -o. 46 2.35 8.8 32.7 29.3 16.8 11.4 0.9 
1220. 3.58 8.12 5.50 7.51 1.08 -0.39 2.16 5.8 36.7 26.3 20.1 11.1 o.o 
-
1320. 5.49 7.51 8.14 6.94 1.27 -0.02 1.99 4.8 20.7 25.3 22.8 20.9 s.s 
..... 1420 • 3.12 8.32 4.69 7.74 0.98 -0.78 3.22 6.5 41.7 33.1 11.7 6.8 0.4 
a- 1520. 4.00 7.96 5.27 7.57 0.92 -0.40 2.60 4.5 32.9 38.4 17.5 6.7 0.0 
230. 4.12 7. 92 . 8.65 7.23 1.07 -0.04 2.01 4.0 25.3 29.9 26.3 14.4 o.o 
43D. 6.24 7.32 6.76 7.21 1.00 -0.05 2.30 3.0 22.3 34.3 28.1 11.9 0.3 
530. 19.44 5.68 9.34 6.74 0.97 0.48 2.51 1.7 11.2 26.7 35.2 25.2 o.o 
630. 7.12 7.13 7.28 7.10 1.08 -0.01 2.21 3.6 21.4 30.2 28.0 15.6 1.2 
730. 7.17 7.12 5.62 7.48 0.98 -0.12 2.39 5.9 27.8 36.2 22.8 7.3 o.o 
830. 7.47 7.06 6.47 7.27 1.02 0.01 2.21 4.4 23.7 33.2 27.0 11.7 o.o 
930. 3.53 8.14 5.63 7.47 1.01 -0.11 2.14 6.1 29.7 32.3 24.0 7.9 0.0 
1030. 3.63 8.10 5.83 7.42 0.99 -0.16 2.16 4.5 30.5 31.5 24.7 8.8 o.o 
1130. 5.58 7.48 6.52 7.26 1.oo -o.oo 2.21 3.9 23.6 33.1 28.3 11.0 0.0 
1230. 4.29 7.86 6.02 7.38 1.04 -0.14 2.15 5.1 28.2 31.2 24.7 10.7 0.0 
1330. 2.83 8.46 4.84 7.69 1.o5 -o.56 2.63 9.1 36.8 31.5 14.3 8.2 0.1 
1430. 19.72 5.66 6.06 7.37 1.35 -0.01 1. 77 14.5 23.7 20.2 21.6 19.9 o.o 
1530. 4.09 7.93 5.82 7.43 0.97 -0.33 2.40 3.6 30.0 36.3 21.0 9.2 o.o 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUI'tE PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN HICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 8-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
240. 4.46 7.81 6.65 7.23 1.12 -0.15 2.09 4.7 25.9 29.6 23.3 15.3 1.0 
340. 2.91 8.42 5.04 7.63 1.04 -0.43 2.40 7.6 36.7 29.5 18.2 8.1 0.0 
440. 4.23 7.88 5.79 7.43 1.08 -0.14 2.06 6.8 29.6 29.4 23.4 10.8 o.o 
540. 12.83 6.28 7.08 7.14 1.13 0.12 1.99 5.4 22.9 25.4 28.7 17.4 0.3 
64D. 13.19 6.24 7.17 7.12 1.06 0.16 2.07 3.9 21.9 26.9 32.1 15.2 0.0 
74D. - -- - -- -.-- -.--. . . . . . . . -.- -.- . 
84D. 3.30 8.24 5.77 7.44 1.04 -0.22 2.15 5.5 30.6 30.9 22.5 10.5 0.0 
94D. 8.46 6.88 6.89 7.18 1.10 0.05 2.07 4.7 23.5 27.7 28.2 15.6 0.4 
104D. 3.89 8.00 6.48 7.27 1.11 -0.12 2.03 4.7 27.3 28.4 24.6 14.7 0.3 
114D. 13.05 6.26 7.10 7.14 1.14 -0.02 2.05 4.7 23.9 26.6 27.2 16.1 1.5 
124D. 4.02 7.96 6.62 7.24 1.13 -0.20 2.16 4.7 26.9 28.2 24.7 13.9 1.6 
134D. 4.29 7.86 6.09 7.36 1.08 -0.23 2.19 5.2 28.7 30.7 22.6 12.5 0.4 
... 1440 • 4.16 7.91 6.44 7.28 1.14 -0.27 2.18 4.8 28.2 29.4 22.1 13.9 1.6 
- 154D. 4.09 7.93 
-.J 6.85 7.19 1.11 -0.14 2.14 3.9 25.4 29.5 25.0 15.0 1.3 
25D. 4.09 7.93 7.02 7.15 1.18 -0.10 1.97 4.7 25.6 26.7 22.9 18.3 1. 7 
35D. 3.34 8.22 5.41 7.53 1.04 -0.39 2.37 6.2 33.7 31.5 18.6 9.7 0.2 
45D. 12.48 6.32 8.06 6.96 1.00 0.39 2.32 2.8 16.1 26.6 37.4 17.2 o.o 
550. 18.14 5.78 8.94 6.81 1.28 0.33 1.90 5.1 19.6 17.8 24.1 30.4 2.9 
65D. 3.26 8.26 7.25 7.11 1.24 -0.07 1.85 5.4 25.4 25.1 19.7 22.8 1.6 
75D. 4.54 7.78 7.04 7.15 1.23 -0.15 1.95 5.3 26.0 27.0 18.9 20.5 2.3 
85D. 3.32 8.23 6.84 7.19 1.25 -0.17 1.86 5.6 29.1 23.2 20.0 19.8 2.2 
95D. 2.99 8.38 5.79 7.43 1.18 -0.42 2.20 6.8 33.3 27.4 17.5 13.6 1.4 
105D. 19.78 5.66 7.55 7.05 1.23 -0.01 1.90 5.2 23.5 24.9 21.6 22.5 2.3 
115D. 4.93 7.66 6.44 7.28 1.14 -0.22 2.06 5.1 27.4 30.2 19.9 16.7 0.7 
125D. 4.02 7.96 5.20 7.59 1.11 -0.65 2.67 7.5 37.1 30.2 13.8 10.2 1.3 
135D. 4.54 7.78 6.63 7.24 1.12 -0.10 2.02 4.8 25.9 28.7 23.8 16.2 0.6 
145D. 5.12 7.61 6.92 7.17 1.14 -0.16 2.11 4.1 25.0 30.0 23.1 16.4 1.4 
155D. 19.18 5.70 8.32 6.91 1.20 0.15 1.82 3.2 21.6 23.1 22.9 28.0 1.1 
ID MOMENT MEASURE STATISTICS VOLUHE PERCENT 
NUMBER MODE MEAN SD SKEW KURT SIZE CLASSES IN MICRONS 
MICRONS PHI MICRONS PHI <2 2-4 4-8 B-16 16-32 32-64 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24D. 4.46 7.81 6.65 7.23 1.12 -0.15 2.09 4.7 25.9 29.6 23.3 15.3 1.0 
340. 2.91 8.42 5.04 7.63 1.04 -0.43 2.40 7.6 36.7 29.5 18.2 8.1 o.o 
440. 4.23 7.88 5.79 7.43 1. 08 -0.14 2.06 6.8 29.6 29.4 23.4 10.8 o.o 
54D. 12.83 6.28 7.08 7.14 1.13 0.12 1. 99 5.4 22.9 25.4 28.7 17.4 0.3 
640. 13.19 6.24 7.17 7.12 1.06 0.16 2.07 3.9 21.9 26.8 32.1 15.2 o.o 
740. - -- - -- - -- - -- . . . . . . -.- . . . . . . 
840. 3.30 8.24 5.77 7.44 1.04 -0.22 2.15 5.5 30.6 30.9 22.5 10.5 o.o 
940. 8.46 6,88 6. 89 7.18 1.10 0.05 2.07 4.7 23.5 27.7 28.2 15.6 0.4 
1040. 3.89 a.oo 6.48 7.27 1.11 -o:12 2.03 4.7 27.3 28.4 24.6 14.7 0.3 
114D. 13.05 6,26 7.10 7.14 1.14 -0.02 2.05 4.7 23.9 26.6 27.2 16.1 1.5 
124D. 4.02 7.96 6.62 7.24 1.13 -0.20 2.16 4.7 26.9 28.2 24.7 13.9 1.6 
1340. 4.29 7.86 6.09 7.36 1.08 -0.23 2.19 5.2 28.7 30.7 22.6 12.5 0.4 
... 1440 • 4.16 7.91 6.44 7.28 1.14 -0.27 2.18 4.8 28.2 29.4 22.1 13.9 1.6 
,_ 154D. 4.09 7.93 6. as 1.19 1.11 -0.14 2.14 3.9 25.4 29.5 25.0 15.0 1.3 
-..J 
250. 4.09 7.93 7.02 7.15 1.18 -0.10 1.97 4.7 25.8 26.7 22.9 18.3 1.7 
350. 3.34 8.22 5.41 7.53 1.04 -0.39 2.37 6.2 33.7 31.5 18.6 9.7 0.2 
450. 12.48 6.32 8.06 6.96 1.00 0.39 2.32 2.8 16.1 26.6 37.4 17.2 o.o 
550. 18.14 5.78 8.94 6.81 1.28 0.33 1.90 5.1 19.6 17.8 24.1 30.4 2.9 
650. 3.26 8.26 7.25 7.11 1.24 -0.07 1.85 5.4 25.4 25.1 19.7 22.8 1.6 
750. 4.54 7.78 7.04 7.15 1.23 -0.15 1. 95 5.3 26.0 27.0 18.9 20.5 2.3 
85D. 3.32 8.23 6.84 7.19 1.25 -0.17 1.86 5.6 29.1 23.2 20.0 19.8 2.2 
950. 2.99 8.38 5.79 7.43 1.18 -o. 42 2.20 6.8 33.3 27.4 17.5 13.6 1.4 
1050. 19.78 5.66 7.55 7.05 1.23 -0.01 1.90 5.2 23.5 24.9 21.6 22.5 2.3 
1150. 4.93 7.66 6.44 7.28 1.14 -0.22 2.06 5.1 27.4 30.2 19.9 16.7 0.7 
1250. 4.02 7.96 5.20 7.59 1.11 -0.65 2.67 7.5 37.1 30.2 13.8 10.2 1.3 
135D. 4.54 7.78 6.63 7.24 1.12 -0.10 2.02 4.8 25.9 28.7 23.8 16.2 0.6 
145D. 5.12 7.61 6.92 7.17 1.14 -0.16 2.11 4.1 25.0 30.0 23.1 16.4 1. 4 
155D. 19.18 5.70 8.32 6.91 1.20 0.15 1.82 3.2 21.6 23.1 22.9 28.0 1.1 
Appendix c. Density calculations 
Density c~lc•Jlations were performed in a slightly 
different ~anner for (1) each near-bottom sample and (2) 
the upoer six (0•5) settling velocJty fractions of each 
near-bottom sample. 1\oth density nata sets were 
calculate~ ~sing the empirical settling velocitY equatJon 
of ~ibbs' et al (1971) (given in Appen~ix A). This 
equation could not he solved explicitly for particle 
density and thus iteration had to be enploye~. 
1 1 A 
c.1 Near-bottom samples 
For the near-bottom samples the settling velocity of 
the mean equivalent diameter was determined throuqh ~ibbs 
et aJ (t971) equation. Then, uslnr.l the measureri mean 
dia11eter, different densities vi'lllles were substltuteri 
into the equation until the same settlin~ velocity was 
obtained. Values tor fluid denslty anrl vtscositv were 
average values, aiven below. All other parameters (mean 
equivalent diameter, measured mean rilameter 
calculated density) are qiven in text. 
F'luij density and flnid viscosity values userl in 
calculation Of nedr-hottom samPle rlensittes. 
sample nensitv Vlscosity 
2 2.70 91 
3 ?.70 91 
4 2.70 91 
5 ?..70 IJl 
6 2.70 91 
7 '2.75 ')') 
H 2.70 91 
9 2.70 91 
10 2.70 91 
11 2.95 tog 
1/. ?..85 lOt 
1 ] ?..70 CJl 
14 ?..65 qo 
15 ?..75 95 
t 1 9 
and 
c.2 Near-bottom and test subsamples 
For subsamPl~ density calculations, the equlv~lent 
rii.amete-r range mlripoint for the upper six settllnq 
velocity fractions (0-5), in microns~ O.R, 1.6, 3.6, 6.0, 
tO.l and 17.0, were used with Gihbs' et ~~ (1971) 
equation to determine their se-ttlinq velocity. Then, 
usinq the measured morial diameter in rt~ce of the 
midpoJnts, different density values were use~ to obtain 
tne same settlinq velocltv. The v~lues of fluid density 
and viscosity useo are given in 1\ppendix A.t. The 
density v~lues appe~r helow. 
Particle densities for settlin~ velocity fr~ctions. 
Sample 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
12 
1 3 
14 
15 
0 
1.05 
t • t 5 
t.oq 
1.09 
1.09 
1. 0 4 
1.09 
1.04 
1.04 
1.05 
1.04 
1.05 
1.05 
1.06 
SPttlinq Velocity Fraction 
1 
l • 1 5 
1.46 
1 • 1 0 
1.30 
1.08 
1 • 1 1 
1.09 
1.08 
1..09 
1 • l 2 
1 • 11 
1 • 1 4 
1.16 
1.:?0 
1.11 
- --• 
1 • 1 0 
1.16 
1 • l R 
1 • 1 3 
1. 15 
1 • 16 
1. t7 
l • 21 
1.19 
1.10 
1.54 
1.31\ 
3 
1.. l 5 
1.118 
' • 3 7 
1 • 51 
1 • 6 0 
1.4/ 
1.41 
1.37 
1 • 4 0 
1.23 
1.23 
1 • 1 7 
1.;}.0 
1. ~9 
4 
1.35 
2. 14 
1 • 3 0 
1.13 
2.10 
-.--
1.42 
2.50 
1 • 48 
3.12 
1.44 
2.22 
1 • 1 A 
1.1q 
5 
1.64 
-.--
- --• 
?. • 1 5 
1 • 71 
1.'56 
1.56 
1.46 
1 • 4 ., 
1. 4 8 
1 • 64 
1. 41; 
1 • 4 0 
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